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Free

I know thy works, that thou art neither hot nor cold.
I would thou were cold or hot.

But because thou art lukewarm and neither cold nor hot,
I will begin to vomit thee out of my mouth.

Apocalypse 3:15-16

Catholic Truth is completely free. Funded by voluntary donations.

www.catholictruthscotland.com

Catholic Truth

January, 1999. That’s when we
launched Catholic Truth. That is, we
sent out a one-page newsletter to a
smallish circle of lay people and
priests, in our very own version of
market research. The response was
favourable so we went to work and
produced Issue Number 1, a four-page
newsletter dated 10 March, 1999,
which is the Feast Day of Scotland’s
only martyr, St John Ogilvie.   We were
officially in business: we would help to
sort out this desperate Church crisis,
at least in our neck of the woods. Scots
Catholics would read our reports of the
various liturgical abuses, priestly
immorality and episcopal negligence
and they would refuse to remain silent.
To quote St Catherine of Siena, they
would “cry out with a hundred thousand
tongues”. The Catholic Church in

Scotland would be put to rights in no
time.  Very soon we were receiving tips
from people in high places who were
keen for us to report the truth about the
dire state of the Church in Scotland.
Increasingly we received requests from
readers in England and Ireland to
report on the state of the Church in
those fair lands. Busy, busy, busy
newsletter team. But what about the
“hundred thousand tongues” we
expected to join us?  Where were
they? Don’t I ask good questions?

Thirteen years later and the state of the
Church in Scotland, Ireland and
England is worse than ever. However,
instead of our readers being fired up to
act in whatever way we all can, I’m
hearing, more and more, the kind of
comments that make me ask another
good question: where are all the
Confirmed ‘Soldiers of Christ’?

Please do not tell me “traditional
Catholics”.  At one time, remember,
there was no other kind of Catholic.
Chiefly as a result of the post-Second
Vatican Council liturgical battle within
the Church, this label has come to
describe any Catholic who attends a
Traditional Latin Mass (TLM), with a
few thrown in who pay lip service to full
doctrinal orthodoxy.

The fact is, however, that there are too
many allegedly “traditional” Catholics
who, as long as they have access to a
TLM are happy to batten down the
hatches and wait for the storm to pass.
The idea that they have a role to play
- a crucial role - either doesn’t occur to
them, due to faulty catechesis
somewhere along the line, or they
choose the easy life.

Continued on page 20
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Monica Flynn
19 January, 1930 - 27 October, 2011

Tribute, Page 3

As we go to press we are saddened
to learn of the death of another
long-term reader, Eileen McCabe.
From the first edition, Eileen has
been a faithful supporter of this
newsletter. In the early days she
helped to distribute copies in her
diocese; from time to time she also
contributed letters and attended
our meetings.

Sincere condolences to Eileen’s
family. Traditional Mass will be
offered for the repose of her soul.
May she rest in peace.

Archbishop Nichols on “homophobia” editor

Archbishop Vincent Nichols
Diocese of Westminster

Archbishop Nichols has been hitting the
headlines following a press conference on
6/11/11, when he publicly expressed his
support for civil partnerships. “Clearly,
respect must be shown to those who, in
the situation in England, use a civil
partnership to bring stability to a
relationship” 1 he said, adding that these
partnerships are different from marriage,
because, he argued the key distinction
between homosexual civil partnerships
and marriage is that the former does not
“in law contain a required element of
sexual relationships.” He’s at it, of course.
He must know perfectly well that this is a
monumental fudge. The whole reason why
civil partnerships came into being was to
recognise homosexual partnerships,
which, by definition, are sexual.
Previously, the archbishop had remarked:
“(w)e would want to emphasize that civil
partnerships actually provide a structure
in which people of the same sex who want
a lifelong relationship (and) a lifelong
partnership can find their place and
protection and legal provision.”

So, logically, the Archbishop is asking us
to believe that, following their highly
successful campaign to have “gay” sexual
practices accepted and normalised,
homosexual couples then won the right to
legal recognition through civil partnerships
in order to contract non-sexual
partnerships. This is Academy Award
acting, surely?
Now, we are regularly asked for our opinion
on what lies behind the Archbishop’s open
support of “gays”. We’ve got the Soho
Masses and now we hear him praising civil
partnerships. There has to be something
wrong in his own moral life… Yes? No?
Well, we’re not into speculating, not since
he threatened legal action against a
national newspaper following a report on
his alleged relationship with a nun.2  In any
event, taking him at his word, the reason
for his “pro-gay” stance apparently arises
from another, less salacious, human
weakness.
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 editor...Tributes to Monica Flynn RIP...

Monica Flynn
19 January, 1930 - 27 October, 2011

From the very beginning of this publication,
Monica Flynn of Middlesex in England, has
been a staunch supporter of Catholic Truth.
In every possible way Monica has
contributed to the building up of this
newsletter. Somehow or other she found
out the date of my birthday and so sent me
a card every year with some words of
encouragement for publication.
A retired nurse, Monica was committed to
the Church.  For many years she served on
the committee of Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice,
supporting their work of exposing the
impoverished Catholic education in schools
and encouraging a shift from the RE
programmes produced by the “liberal”
establishment to more sound textbooks.
Monica was also involved with the
Association of Catholic Women (ACW), a
group set up to challenge the false claims
in the media about the Church’s attitude
towards women. Monica contributed to their
publication - the ACW Review. Below, a
tribute from Secretary, Ruth Real…

Right up to the end, Monica was sending
material for the Review. She wrote reviews
for us and was working on Fr Schofield's
latest book when extreme weakness
overcame her.

Fr Nicholas Schofield is a very clever young
priest. He came down from Oxford with a
brilliant degree in Modern History. Monica
was most enthusiastic about his book,
William Lockhart: First Fruits of the Oxford
Movement

Monica thought Catholics in general were
too dismissive of angels and sent me a
great deal of information which she had
photocopied at a local shop when she was
barely able to walk! Some of this is going
in the next Review..

In her last days she was concerned about
Clare Schofield and (her son) Fr Nicholas
Schofield, even though she herself was
desperately weak and suffering constant
sickness.

From friend, Josephine Nixon …

She organized as much of her funeral as
she could even to the extent of approving
her in memoriam cards and addressing all
the envelopes to people she wanted
notified. Sorry I could go on. She will be
sorely missed.

Thank God that due to the vigilance and
loving care of Gina (a neighbour) and a
Macmillan nurse she was able to die in her
own home as she had wished.

Two more tributes: the first from the
newsletter of St James’s Roman
Catholic Church, Spanish Place, 6th
November 2011:

Please pray for the soul of Monica Flynn
who will be known to many at least by sight
if not by name as one of those who
regularly provided refreshments in the
social centre   after Sunday morning
Masses.   This devout and faithful woman
had been ill for many months but died as
she had lived with a minimum of fuss.

From a friend, Rian O’Donnell, who
remembered Monica…
…dealing very thoroughly with teas etc –
always, regularly – at the ACW  meetings,
after 9.30 Old Rite Mass Sundays at
Spanish Place. (She)    laid tables etc out
very smartly, worked hard without fuss and
made it clear she had no time for
unnecessary conversations/interruptions
Seemed like she’d do  everything she could
for God’s church.
One day after we lost a good and holy priest
at Spanish Place and some of us had lost
much interest in the place apart from 9.30
Sundays, I, by chance, had to drop in at a
parish event and was so surprised to see
Monica doing the teas – she responded that
she would continue what she knew was
right and needed no matter what
disapproval she might feel about any
changes which had occurred – which gave
me something to think about.

I many times bumped into her on the way
to/from traditional Masses.   The last time
was earlier this year near the Oratory, when
she was already ill.  If one didn’t  know one
would not have guessed she was so ill and
had travelled all the way from Pinner.  She
was very content.

Finally, the Catholic Truth team will
always remember Monica with affection
and gratitude for her unfailing support of
our work from its beginning.

In our final telephone conversation she
expressed her strong appreciation of the
work of both Catholic Truth and Christian
Order. And she encouraged us to work for
the full restoration of the Traditional Faith,
remarking that  she was confident that, one
day, Archbishop Lefebvre would be
canonised.  Catholic Truth arranged for
Traditional Holy Mass to be offered for the
repose of Monica’s soul and we commend
her to your prayers. Requiescat in pace.

As death approached and we heard Monica
had only days to live, I asked Ruth Real
(who phoned Monica every day) to tell her
that this year she would be coming on the
Rosary Crusade with me, I would take her
with me and we would go
together. Amazingly the following Tuesday
I received a card that Monica had written
on Monday 10th October following
Saturday’s Crusade.   She was close to
death and yet she found the strength and
faith to write the following, I shall pass on

all of it as there is nothing I want to leave
out:-
Dear Jo

Many thanks for taking me under your wing
throughout the Rosary Crusade of
Reparation on Saturday.   I waited at my
usual vantage point for the usual
(somewhat ragged start) and then joined in
alongside you following the well
remembered route up to Kensington –
along the Brompton Road, looking up for
the statue with arms outstretched in
welcome.   It is always a joy to see the
Oratory filling up with such a wonderful
crowd especially pushchairs, small
children, elderly, disabled etc.  Finally, the
appearance of the Statue of Our Lady
Fatima on her floral throne.

Who   preached?   It is usually someone
sound and then – Benediction and pin-drop
silence.

So – a big thank you, Jo, for sharing all that
with me.

Time is running out for me, so many
prayers – this is a dangerous time for
souls.   Fr Nicholas Schofield here, for
Confession, Anointing, blessing and
exorcism of the maisonette and Apostolic
Blessing.  I have been fortunate.

Many thanks – God bless “Do thou pray for
me and I for thee until we merrily meet in
Heaven” (St. Thomas Moore). Monica

May I not
come before
You with
empty hands,
since we are
rewarded
according to
our deeds.

St. Teresa
of Avila
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Most people, when they think of
“Limerick”, think of the short, comical
poems that hail from that town in the
south of Ireland and have now become
universal to the point where we even
have some in Scotland:

An indolent cleric frae May
His roses allowed to decay.

His wife, more alert,
Bought a powerful squirt.
And said to her spouse :

"Let us spray".

However, I’ll forever associate Limerick
with the email correspondence
between Fr Tony Mullins, currently
Administrator of the Diocese of
Limerick (until a bishop is appointed)
and my unworthy self.

An Irish reader had emailed me to say
that an advertisement for the local
meeting of the  dissident (to say the
least) Association of Catholic Priests
(ACP) had been published in the clergy
bulletin of the Diocese of Limerick, so
I emailed the Diocesan Administrator,
Fr Tony Mullins, to query this, copy to
the Vatican, Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. Eventually, Fr
Mullins replied with excuses that there
had been a breakdown in office
communications. Someone else’s fault,
in other words.

However, despite more than one
request, Fr Mullins failed to offer an
assurance that he does not support the
ACP. His only concern was that I’d
email the CDF to let them know that
the advertisement wasn’t his fault. I
could almost see him measuring up for
that mitre.

We may reasonably conclude, I
believe, that Fr Tony Mullins is, indeed,
a supporter of the ACP, but still not
clued in sufficiently to know that the
CDF are unlikely to do a darn thing
about it. Why change the habit of the
past fifty years?

What would be even worse, in this
Hobson’s Choice scenario, would be if
Fr Seamus Ahearne of Dublin got the
mitre.  Any mitre.  Read on…

Broadcast on 4/12/11, reporter Mick
Peelo’s documentary on the Church in
Ireland in the RTE series Would you
believe? was, in a word, unbelievable.
Early in the programme, Mr Peelo
participated in some kind of Church
event in Dublin where the camera
honed in on a tent labelled “Prayer
Space” with the Archbishop, Diarmuid
Martin, sitting alongside a group of the
“faithful” in the predictable semi-circle
in the predictable dark tent, with the
predictable candlelight creating the
required and (you guessed) predictable
New Age atmosphere for “prayer”.  The
praying was done in unison, vocal, but
don’t think “rosary” - no way.  They
were all intently reading aloud, with
undue solemnity.

Later, Mick Peelo (who might as well
have been Marco Polo for all he knows
about  the true nature of the current
crisis in Catholicism) ambled along to
the Annual General Meeting of the
dissident ACP where Fr Brendan
Hoban argued that “the Church is in
desperate straits. We are appealing to
everybody to face the reality of what it
is.”  What nobody told poor old Mick
Peelo is that the reality we have to face
is the industrial level of faithless clergy
poisoning Catholic parishes and
educational establishments with their
false teaching and leading souls right
out of the Church - and all in the  name
of preventing the destruction of the
Church in Ireland. Dissent is one
growth industry that has bucked all the
recession trends.  Hand in heresy with
Fr Hoban, another ACP cleric, Fr Tony
Flannery rammed home the same
message; change, change, change.
And when you’ve achieved that,
change again. Drop celibacy, allow
former priests to return to service who
left to marry (the fact that they lied and
lived deceitful double lives first time
they “served” is not a problem) and
ordain married men and women.
Simple. Most priests, Fr Hoban pointed
out, are over 55, few under 40, so time
is short for the new Church engineers;
hence the appeal to everybody to face
the “reality”. In fact, the reality is that
Fr Hoban and his ilk are no longer
Catholics.

Ambitious clerics… Dublin Priest: “Let the world of
Church collapse!”

Meltdown: de facto Schism in Ireland
Continuing the series: When Irish Eyes Are NOT Smiling… editor…

Mary Skelly, one of the lay “ministers”
in St Mochta’s parish in Portersdown,
West Dublin, spoke with enthusiasm
about the weekly Communion service
held every Wednesday when “Fr John”
(Very Reverend John Daly according to
diocesan website) is  away. She opined:
“The Catholic Church hasn’t been a
Christian Church…. I look forward to
the day when, if there aren’t any
priests, we will have the courage to do
more than we are doing now in the
service of Holy Communion and
actually really believe that Christ is
present in us as a community and on
the table at the altar of God.”

This misguided soul was filmed with
her partner in theological crime, Alice
Crotty who presided at the (televised)
Communion service, and  later  told
the RTE reporter that it is “prophetic
women” (like her) who will save the
day: “God is speaking to us just the
same as He is speaking to the bishops,
priests and to anybody.”  Not exactly
eligible for an assertiveness course.

Those lay women are spot on -
“no more authority from the top
down.” I especially like that
woman who said “it will take
some prophetic women, with
courage, guided by the Spirit to
bring about a whole new
church…”

Continued on page 5
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Saints are used to handling snakes…

The Shameless Seamus Ahearne

Now, where would you go if you
wanted to research ways of
encouraging the lapsed to return to
regular Mass-going. Why, to a priest
with a Mass attendance of 3% of
course. Step up Fr Seamus Ahearne
of Rivermont, Finglas parish in West
Dublin.

His daily Mass-goers (judging by the
attendees on the day of filming) looked
more like a gathering of the local
Senior Citizens Club than a bunch of
Modernists out to enjoy, and I do mean
enjoy their newer, if markedly fewer,
Mass led by their standup comic cleric,
complete with walkabout microphone.
Asked what they would do if there was
no priest around, these (presumably)
mothers and grandmothers were
unfazed. They’d have Communion
Services, no problem. They already
have them if there is no priest available.
They’ve forgotten that the obligation is
to attend Sunday Mass - not to receive
Holy Communion. There is no
obligation to attend a Communion
service. In conscience, many of us
could never do that.  Faithful Catholics
faced with no priests, will make spiritual
Communions and stick like glue to their
rosaries.  The Communion Service
enthusiasts have also forgotten that
when we run out of priests there won’t
be any Communions to distribute.  Of
course, as long as Mary Skelly’s
around that won’t be a problem - her
remark about doing more (if there
aren’t any priests around) suggests
she thinks she and her sister feminists
will be able to confect the Eucharist.

But the star of the show was,
undoubtedly, Fr Seamus Ahearne
himself, at all, at all.

Fr Ahearne on the Sunday Mass
obligation…

After opining that people only went to
Mass regularly in the past because it
was expected of them due to the mix
of culture and religion in Irish society,
Fr Ahearne dismissed this regular
attendance as being “passive: it was
robotic” he insisted, adding “It’s much
better now that people can say I’ll go
or won’t go…” It didn’t seem to cross
his mind that he was flagrantly insulting
the intelligence and faith of scores of
Catholics, not just in the past, but in our
own times, who would not dream of
only going to Mass if they felt like it.
“Robotic”? No, Fr Ahearne - it’s called
“commitment”.  And it’s still obligatory

according, even, to the new, post
Vatican II Catechism # 2042.

Fr Ahearne on the old rite Mass:

Not content with insulting the
committed and faith-full laity who
choose to keep the Commandment to
worship God on the Sabbath by
obeying the Church law to attend
Sunday Mass, Fr Ahearne goes on to
savagely insult the old rite Mass: “This
holy man was doing some kind of
shapes up on the top. This was
Church, and was Mass. That wasn’t
Church or wasn’t Mass or Eucharist or
wasn’t Sacrament or wasn’t the divine
Real Presence because it wasn’t real.
We’re canonising the Church as the
only place the sacrament can be
celebrated. Communion happens
when there is a sense of humanity…”

Continued on page 6

Oops!  I almost forgot to take
care of the holy Catholic
Church established by Christ
2,000 years ago. How time flies!
Things have gone a bit haywire
in Ireland, so I’ll start there…

The blogosphere is chock full of
discussions about the Mass, and
debates frequently fizzle out on the
question of validity. As long as the new
Mass is valid, that’s all that matters,
say its adherents.  Not true, of course,
but how could Fr Ahearne’s Masses
possibly be valid when he can speak
so blasphemously on national TV
about the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass in
the rite which nourished the saints and
inspired the martyrs to sacrifice their
lives in its defence? I emailed this part
of my report for his comment and he
replied in (Irish) jig time: “It is a
nonsense. You seem to have no idea
whatsoever about the Faith.   Please
use your energy for some useful
purpose and stop wasting your time.
Become a Catholic and learn a little
more. May the Good Lord help you to
see sense and help you to walk in
truth.” (Email, 13/12/11)   I then asked him
if he believes in the doctrine of
Transubstantiation. Again, I have to
hand it to him, Fr Ahearne had the
courtesy to reply promptly: here is the
pertinent extract: “ I will keep you in
prayer.  This ends our correspondence
unless  some time in the future you are
sincere in wanting a real discussion. A
discussion shaped by Communion in
the right sense and Eucharist in the
real sense.”

“The Catholic Church
hasn’t been a Christian
Church” Parishioner, Dublin.

No point me going
off to seminary now
that we’re going to
have a lay-led
church.

Meltdown: de facto Schism in Ireland -  Series: When Irish Eyes Are NOT Smiling continued from page 4
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I think it is safe and reasonable to
assume that Fr Ahearne does not
subscribe to the key doctrine of
Transubstantiation. However, we’ll be
posting this edition to him and if we’ve
misinterpreted his meaning, he can be
assured of a prominent correction in
the March newsletter.

Notably, it was the women  - mostly
elderly - of the parish who spoke out to
promote the New Church Order and
argue for a lay-led (i.e. women-led)
Church. Heavens above, life in
parishes is difficult enough thanks to
the bossy females who want to run the
show, but can you imagine if they were
actually there in place of the priest?
Allow me to tell you unequivocally that
this is NOT God’s will and it’s none too
good for the blood pressure either.
Insufferable women making idiots of
themselves on their own recognizance
is one thing. God gave us free will.  We
can answer back. But to think that they
are seriously intent on achieving their
goal of taking  complete control  is the
stuff of suicidal wanderings in the
direction of the Forth Road Bridge..

Some years ago, a group of Catholics
in England set up a website to expose
the machinations of radical feminists of
the Alice Crotty and Mary Skelly School
of Theological Gobbledygook.  Their
site is worth studying: “No Catholic can
afford to ignore the problem of radical
feminism, as there is not an area in
Church life that remains unaffected by
it. Some dioceses have suffered more
than others, but those in relatively
unscathed dioceses have no cause to
be complacent, as the problem is
growing.” http://www.catholic-feminism.co.uk/

Gives a whole new meaning to the term
“prophetic words.” The problem has
grown to the point where these
Protestantised ‘Catholic’ Irish women
don’t just want to play at  being priests,
they want  to be  their own popes as
well. See page 7 for more on Feminism

Archbishop Diarmuid Martin

So, where  -  I hear you
ask - are the bishops in
all of this?
The Pollyanna Catholics
who buy their rose-
coloured specs from
Joanna Bogle outlets,
will optimistically imagine
the episcopate wringing

their hands and praying their rosaries.
Not so.  The bishops - led by

Archbishop Martin of Dublin - are up
there leading from the front.
The Archbishop’s remarks during the
above TV programme were weak, to
say the least.  He acknowledged the
“problem”of “alienation” among women
without acknowledging that most
women don’t want to play at being
priests.

themselves. Their responses were an
outright condemnation of their Catholic
education - which they warmly praised!
They want the same for their baby
daughter!  When asked  what it is they
believe, as Catholics, mum, Jennifer
Casserly and dad, Colm Harrington,
couldn’t answer: “I don’t know how to
answer that” said Jennifer.  ‘Marco
Polo’ tried a second time, asking what
it means (to them) to be Catholics,
what is it, as Catholics, that they
believe?   Again, mystified glances
passed between the parents: “in
God…” Jennifer mumbled… “I don’t
know. Just to believe in God and to
worship Him in our own way.”  Dad,
Colm, added that he thinks it is
important to have “faith” leaving the
reporter to query whether “faith” is
nothing more than an “insurance
policy”.
Here we are seeing the fruits of Vatican
II and its aftermath, not least  the failure
of Catholic schools to pass on even the
most basic doctrines. After all, even the
Devil knows there’s a God, so that’s no
big deal.
The Parable of the Lost Sheep
Dear old ‘Marco Polo’ must have
thought that all his Christmases had
come at once when Archbishop
Diarmuid Martin dropped the  episcopal
clanger of the year
during his interview.
In effect, he told the
lapsed and the
lukewarm to get lost1
without so much as a
thought to the
Parable where Our
Lord points out that
the obvious thing for a shepherd to do
if he loses even one sheep, is to go out
and look for it.

"It requires maturity on those
people who want their
children to become members
of the church community and
maturity on those people who
say 'I don't believe in God and
I really shouldn't be hanging
on to the vestiges of faith when
I don't really believe in it'."
Archbishop Diarmuid Martin speaking to
Mick Peelo in documentary “Would You
Believe” broadcast on RTE on 11/12/11
http://www.rte.ie/player/#!v=1126327

In another programme in the  series
“Would you believe?” this time about
Baptism  (broadcast a week after the
above show) we discover that things
have moved on somewhat.  The priest
featured in the Baptism programme
has ditched the title “Parish Priest” to
become a “Moderator” as in Moderator
of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church of Ireland. (Fr
John Hassett, Moderator of the Parish
of Esker, Didsboro, Adamstown,
Dublin)  Well, makes sense, doesn’t it?
If you are determined to adopt
Protestant beliefs and practices such
as Communion in the hand, and have
women presiding at pseudo-Masses,
it is logical to adopt their terminology
as well.
And it is in this second film that the
Archbishop of Dublin, Diarmuid Martin
urges the lapsed to leave the Church.

Meltdown: de facto Schism in Ireland -  Series: When Irish Eyes Are NOT Smiling continued from page 5

Mick Peelo’s aim in this documentary
was to research why parents who are
lapsed, nevertheless wish to have their
children baptised. Emphasis was on
the undesirability of allowing the
Church to be used for “social
sacraments” and there was no mention
anywhere of the efficacious power of
the Sacrament of Baptism to remove
Original Sin. No mention of Original
Sin, for goodness sake!

A young lapsed couple with a five week
old baby about to be baptised were
interviewed and asked why they
wanted their baby to be baptised when
they did not attend Mass regularly

Continued on page 7

Stop Press note from editor…
As we go to press, I emailed Fr Andrew
Monaghan’s Parish Administrator (Brenda
Bertram) to verify reports we’d received that
Fr “Call me Andy” Monaghan, former Agony
Uncle on  a local Edinburgh radio talk show
has left the priestly ministry. He’d announced
to his congregation that this was his “last
Mass” and he is no longer listed with the
Honorary Canons on the  website of the
Archdiocese of St Andrew’s and Edinburgh.
Instead of simply replying to my email, a
statement was posted on the parish website
decrying the Catholic Truth “campaign”
against him. The statement suggests that he is
on a temporary break but when we asked for
a return date, again we were ignored. If there’s
nothing to hide, why the mystery?

 http://www.catholic-feminism.co.uk/
 http://www.catholic-feminism.co.uk/
http://www.rte.ie/player/#!v=1126327
http://www.rte.ie/player/#!v=1126327
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“Zeal”, it’s called, but you won’t find it
in a  dingy tent labelled “prayer space”,
and somewhere along the line
Archbishop Martin has forgotten that.
To underline the decay of the Irish
episcopate - and the Vatican - even the
most recent appointment, Bishop
Kieran O’Reilly SMA is right on the
feminist-message, with yet another
“titled” female, Angela Flanagan,
explaining that the bishop does not
chair meetings “he’s just one of the
ordinary people sitting around…
there’s no hierarchy, we’re all equal
and, in fairness, I think he supports
that.”
Unfortunately for Angela and her brand
new with-it bishop, God doesn’t support
that.  He gave us a clearly structured
hierarchical Church with a Pope at the
top - and that’s something that nobody
can change, no matter how good they
are with the blarney.
Pray for Ireland - urgently.

1 Archbishop urges lapsed Catholics to leave
the faith  Irish Independent, 10/12/11

Note: I emailed Patricia Philips who runs
the Catholic Feminism website, for
permission to quote from her website.
Reply opposite.

Meltdown: de facto Schism in Ireland -  Series: When Irish Eyes Are NOT Smiling continued from page 6

The Demise of Feminism in the UK
You may wonder why I stopped writing
those feminist articles - well, the whole
thing pretty much died down over here
(not because of my articles, you
understand!) - I personally think they
pushed the bishops a little too far, too
fast, and got their wings severely
clipped.   Several things happened
about the same time which may or not
be related - the 'Catholic Women's
Network Women-Word-Spirit' were
eventually removed from the National
Catholic Directory (although I
understand they are still listed in some
of the diocesan ones), the National
Board of Catholic Women (NBCW) lost
the paper version of the 'Omnibus'
which used to go into most churches.
They tried to put a brave face on it - I
think one of them said it was the more
ecologically right' thing to do, and they
said that it would still appear quarterly
on their website www.nbcw.org but it
definitely hasn't - the website is seldom
updated.   The last issue was in April
2010 and nothing since then.

They simply don't seem to have much
of a following, and I think they've finally
realised it.   While they had a paper
going into virtually every church in the
country, it gave them an exalted
opinion of themselves - now it's gone,
I think they can see just how few
people go into the on-line version and
they realise it's just not worth the
bother.   Even their male 'priestly'
counterparts - The (dissident) National
Conference of Priests - is now defunct,
and a newer, far more orthodox model
has emerged - The Conference for
Catholic Clergy.

Then there was the unexplained matter
of the NBCW AGM a couple of years
ago.   Usually, they made a big song
and a dance about it, published the full
reports and  we all found out exactly
who said what etc.   That particular
AGM - nothing.   Not a word.   Tina
Beattie was the keynote speaker and
it was like a news blackout had
occurred.   I checked all the feminist
rags for ages afterwards and there was
nothing.   A bishop was present - I'm
wondering if Beattie went too far (as
she always does - she can't help
herself) and the whole thing descended
into farce?  It's only a theory, but it is
possible.

Patricia Phillips

I think a lot of the extreme CWN/WWS-
type feminists actually left the visible
structure of the Church in the last few
years - they had de facto left the
Church many years before that - and
have gone  off  to  little sects like
the  'RomanCatholicWomenPriests'
and groups like that.   One of them
became an Anglican vicaress (Anne
Cross).   Some of the CWN members
openly admitted in their 'Network'
magazine that they had left the Church
and do their own 'liturgies' at home now
instead of going to Mass.  On the other
hand, some CWN/WWS like Alison
Gelder, have very influential positions
(she is the Chief Exec at the 'Housing
Justice' charity, of which Archbishop
Nichols is the President), so do still
have some clout.

Thinking about it - perhaps I should
have written a feminist  update and
mentioned all these things and tied up
all the loose ends.  But it seemed to me
at the time - and it has since been
confirmed - that the major menace in
the UK and Ireland now is not so much
radical feminism as militant
homosexuality (although the two are
closely connected) which is why I've
concentrated on the latter  in the last
few years.

1 This commentary is based on the Catholic News
Agency report 1/12/11. Archbishop Nichols responds
to critics of his civil unions approach. To read in full,
visit www.catholicnewsagency.com

2 Archbishop Hits at Lies Over Caravan 'Trysts' with
Nun, Mail on Sunday, 16/2/05

Archbishop Nichols on
“homophobia” the editor

Continued from page 2

We can deduce, from his own words, that
the reason for the Archbishop’s public and
apparently unashamed support of
homosexual partnerships is that he does
not want to be labelled “homophobic.”  It’s
as simple as that. A character weakness -
it’s called human respect:

“We’ve got to find the ways of speaking to
people about the positive values of
marriage as it’s always been understood,
while not getting boxed off by somehow
being accused of being homophobic”
Archbishop Nichols told the Catholic News
Agency.

Not exactly the stuff of martyrs, although
as a one-time nominee for the Stonewall
Bigot of the Year Award, I do sympathise.
However, it behoves us all to worry not
about having the good opinion of others in
preference to the Faith: here’s St Philip Neri
on the topic: “Give me ten truly detached
men and I will convert the world with them.”
In the proverbial nutshell!

"I am, in fact,
convinced, that what
feminism promotes in
its radical form is no
longer the Christianity
that we know; it is
another religion."

Pope Benedict XVI
speaking (as Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger) on

radical feminism.
Excerpt from 'The Ratzinger Report' (Ignatius

Press)

Reality Check …
Glasgow priest, Fr Paul Gargaro is one of
those young priests we’re told is a closet
“traditionalist”. Well, he was ordained in
2005 and so far he’s not set the heather on
fire. Indeed, having read his lengthy letter in
the Scottish Catholic Observer (25/11/11)
defending vigil Masses and rebuking the
editor for publishing letters containing
“factual inaccuracies” from a couple of lay
women calling them into question, I doubt if
the fire brigade will be called out any time
soon.  When he writes to complain about the
factual inaccuracies and heresies in Mgr
Loftus’ weekly column in the SCO, I’ll think
again. Right now, Fr Paul Gargaro is about
as “traditional” as a mobile phone.

 http://www.catholic-feminism.co.uk/
 http://www.catholic-feminism.co.uk/
http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/archbishop-nichols-responds-to-critics-of-his-civil-unions-approach/
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The UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation, receive this
newsletter.  If it contradicts Catholic teaching, we invite the Hierarchy to correct us

in accordance with their duty under Canon Law # 823

Our sincere gratitude to
everyone who donated to
our funds following the
November 2011 edition,
and during the year just gone.  We very
much appreciate your generosity. To
save postage, we no longer write letters
to acknowledge individual contributions
although if you include an email address
with your donation, Editor will thank you
personally. Email addresses are included
with all PayPal donations.  A special word
of thanks to our regular Standing Order
donors - God  bless you, each one.

Miss McMoneypenny

N O T I C E

The Editor
Catholic Truth,

10 Sandyford Place
Glasgow, G3 7NB
Tel: 0797 90 53666

Email:
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

Your Letters

I was wondering if you would know where
one might lay their hands on the cards that
the Catholic laity is supposed to fill out and
send to the government with regards to
homosexual marriage (Ed: this refers to the
initiative of Archbishop Conti of Glasgow
which we dubbed “gimmicky” in our
November edition. In fact, this turned out to
be a very effective way of encouraging people
at grass roots level to let the Scottish
Government know that they are opposed to
same-sex marriage. Can you hear me clearly
enough through this mouthful of Humble
Pie?)
The reason I ask is because nothing is
available for Catholics in (diocese
deleted).   In fact, nothing has been said
from the pulpit either (no surprise!) and I’m
running short of options of who to turn to.

My wife and I have removed ourselves from
our parish (location deleted) for various
reasons ranging from the priest allowing
Pranayma and Hatha Yoga on Church
property, to the enneagram being offered
to parishioners as spirituality, to the priest
preaching modernism, and a whole host of
other things that are simply scandalous. We
did, thanks your site, find out where Latin
Masses are offered in Scotland, and we
have been going to these instead. And what
a revelation this was. I can only describe it
as heavenly and one would need to have
had a frontal lobotomy in order to return to
the Novus Ordo after witnessing what we
have.

We both feel strongly that we have a duty
to get these cards out to as many
parishioners as possible and are quite
prepared to stand outside every single
Church in (location deleted) till every
parishioner has one of these cards in their
hands. We would be obliged if you could
provide us with any information on where
we could lay our hands on them. 1000’s of
them!

There is absolutely no point in contacting
the diocese as they are as about as much
use as a chocolate teapot. The fact that
people have informed us that nothing has
been said with regards to this insane bill
speaks volumes. Why are the priests and
the bishop silent on this most crucial of
matters? This should be preached against
from the rooftops, but instead all we find is
silence. I wonder why that is?

The following email came in following  a
report on our website about the
“appearance “of “Our Lady of Medjugorje”
in Vienna Cathedral, to be live-streamed on
the internet on 17/11/11. This imaginary
lady would “bless” all those who watched
via the internet, as well as “blessing” any
objects they brought to their computers.
Cardinal Schönborn, well known dissident

Congratulations on the article on Catholic
schools in Glasgow in the November 2011
edition of Catholic Truth which I found to
be terribly sad.  However the young teacher
you interviewed was quite inspiring.  As a
Catholic teacher myself for forty years, (but
now retired), I felt for her and I admired her
strong stance against the R.E.
Programmes which are being allowed to do
so much damage to the Faith of our
children.  I would like to thank her for her
having the courage to stand up for the Faith
in such very difficult circumstances  and
assure her that the Lord will reward her for
her brave struggle.   Perhaps I could
suggest that we readers of Catholic Truth
keep her in our prayers so she need never
feel isolated. Daphne McLeod, Chairman,
Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice,  England

As a teacher myself, I can relate to
everything “Miss MacLovely” said in her
interview in Issue No. 69 of CT. Catholic
schools are now Catholic in name only and
anyone pushing orthodoxy is given a hard
time.
I was also impressed with the home-
schooled pupil interviewed for your
November newsletter. She showed more
understanding of Catholic education than
all the so called experts put together. Talk
about “out of the mouths of babes”. *
The disgraceful statement from Fr Graeme
Bell who  publicly consigned all Catholic
Truth readers to Hell is another indicator of
the failure to teach the Faith. Even priests
don’t seem to know something as basic as
not judging the soul of another. It truly
beggars belief. Name & Location Withheld
* Ed: see p.18 for more on this.

I absolutely love Catholic Truth and
wholeheartedly agree with all you do. May
God continue to bless your work for our
beloved holy Faith. Kathy White, Corby.

That's the best laugh I have had in a while.
Our Lady needs the internet to “bless” us.
What next …electronic miracle water,
Google Blessed pink petals? They have
killed the pilgrimage business overnight. -
nobody needs to go to Lourdes or Rome
anymore just sit in front of the computer and
soak up the glow! Jim Aherne, Preston
(Ed: see also Feature Letter, page 18).

Special
Letter

One priest friend has told me that the
reason for the silence is because in his
words: “they’re all (“gays”) This, he said “is
what happens when you let (homosexuals)
into the (seminary)” This from the mouth of
a Catholic priest.
Name & Locaton  Withheld

and now equally infamous for his devotion
to this non-existent lady, hosted this event,
in direct defiance of the instructions of the
local Bishop of Mostar not to treat this
phenomenon as if it is approved. At the
suggestion of one of our Irish readers we
launched a petition addressed to Cardinal
Levada at the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith, to ask for action to be
taken to stop Cardinal Schönborn
participating in the Medjugorje scam…

More letters p.9

This may be my final contribution as I have been diagnosed with cancer and am told my future is a matter of months
rather than years. I have enjoyed Catholic Truth immensely and applaud all your efforts to keep the flag of our Catholic
Faith flying high. I was born and raised in Gourock on the west coast before coming to Canada 50 years ago. Our Penny
Catechism was worth its weight in gold - I wish every Catholic had one today. My very best wishes to all connected with
Catholic Truth. More power to you! Margaret Sim, Canada.
Ed: I contacted Margaret on receipt of her beautiful Christmas card and hugely generous donation, and we have arranged for a Traditional Latin
Mass to be offered for her intentions.  Margaret, thank you for your wonderful support over the years. Don’t forget us now - we need all the help
we can get from both the Holy Souls and the saints in Heaven.  We won’t forget you in prayer - be assured. God bless you.

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
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Believe it or not I came across your
publication by accident. I'm an American
(convert) who's been living in Britain for
seven years now. I have just read your
recent edition, issue 69 and very much
enjoyed it. It is refreshing to finally see that
there are soldiers of orthodoxy in the UK.
Thank you for your efforts. God promised
the gates of Hell will not prevail against his
Church, but obviously we need to prune the
spoiled fruits of bad labours.

After becoming fully aware of the Real
Presence in the Eucharist, it took sometime
because it was never explained to me at
the 'Journey through Faith' classes, I
became convinced that because Christ The
Living God is present in person at the
Eucharist I should show the proper
reverence and respect He deserves. So,
after much fighting with my nerves I began
to kneel before God and receive him on the
tongue. To the dismay of one priest - I could
tell he didn't much care for me kneeling,
while the other priest (who is Scottish)
seems fine with it (Ed: I wish he’d come
back up here, then!)

The visiting priests range from states of
bemusement to confusion and the Bishop
was slightly belligerent. All in all it's a bit
awkward because I'm the only one who
kneels at the Mass that I go to,  so I find
myself either refraining from Communion
because I can't concentrate because I'm
fighting with myself as to do what I know I
should do (kneel) or not; or deciding that
receiving Communion on the tongue is a
step forward enough when I know I should
be kneeling as well.

The majority of the time I kneel and I think
that for the most part the regular priests are
OK with it. Mostly I look forward to the day
when more people will kneel before God.

So I was happy to read that there are
Catholics across the UK that do kneel to
receive our Lord or that there is an
educational source out there defending the
necessity to kneel before God. Thank you
for the encouragement. In Catholic Unity,
Mrs. Tamra Shepherd, by email

I will have to be honest with you and
tell you that I am a PROTESTant as
you will soon find out if you Google my
name.  PROTEST is deliberately
written in capitals and I have suffered
for that over the years.
I admire your forthright approach and
notice that you are aware of several
subjects which I have been trying to
promote awareness of for years - the
state of the schools, and thus the
promotion of home-schooling, the New
World Order and the papal
involvement, for example.   On that
score, you may wish to get hold of the
latest edition of the British Church
Newspaper which has a feature article
on the front page devoted to just that.
I have found the electronic copy (of
Catholic Truth) on the web and, having
been impressed with the information
within it, have forwarded the link to my
email list (see below).
While I would be in disagreement with
your theology, and would like to enter
enter a face-to-face discussion over it,
I hope that you will keep me on your
mailing list.  Paul Mansbacher,  Ayr

Round robin from Paul
Mansbacher to his email contacts

I got my first copy of the Catholic Truth
Newsletter in the post yesterday and
have been reading, (and even
enjoying!) it today.   It is unashamed
and outspoken in its position, that of
Traditional Roman Catholicism, but is
also very informative on a range of
issues.

The November edition covers such
subjects as marriage, the role of both
the husband and wife in the family,
homosexuality, the state of Roman
Catholic schooling, home schooling, a
very interesting conference in the
county of Cork, Ireland -  covering such
subjects as the New World Order,
(anyone notice the slogan of the G20
Conference in Cannes this week - New
World, New Ideas in French), the
economy   - as well as the traditional
Mass… Paul Mansbacher, Ayr

I think I made it abundantly clear in my
reply to your previous unsolicited
approach that I had no interest in any
further contact with your periodical.
Please delete me from your mailing list.
B. Fitzpatrick, Faculty of
Advocates, Edinburgh
Ed: (1) initial approaches from people
seeking information are generally
“unsolicited.”  This is one lawyer who is
unlikely to get  many clients if he insists on
approaching them first.  (2) I said in my
original letter to Mr Fitzpatrick that I would
place him on our mailing list unless he told
me to the contrary. I do not recall receiving
any such instruction, just a rant objecting
to my simple questions about orthodoxy.
(3) Catholic Truth is a bi-monthly
publication - it is not, by definition, a
periodical. If I ever commit murder, don’t let
me rely on this cookie for legal help.

I am just astonished that Fr Graeme Bell
(Diocese of Galloway) said Catholic Truth
readers would go to Hell. (Issue no. 69)
How utterly shocking.  Are you absolutely
sure he wasn’t joking?
Name & Address Withheld

Ed: I’m not laughing - are you? A lot of
readers remarked on this report and they
weren’t laughing either.

Ed: subsequently, Miss  McDogsbody and
I  took up the invitation to meet with Paul
and another Protestant Catholic Truth
reader, a lovely Edinburgh man called
John Smart.  We met for a light lunch in a
cafe in Glasgow city centre called
Commotion, which, thankfully, did not live
up to its name. We had a friendly if often

animated discussion on Tradition Vs Sola
Scriptura. No conversion stories to report
but we all agreed we preferred our frank
exchange of theologies and historical data
to the wishy washy “let’s focus on what we
have in common”  ecumania.  So much so,
that we plan to continue the debate in the
near future. If anyone would like to join us
- Catholic or Protestant - get in touch.

On 16/11/11 we launched an online petition
The Medjugorje Scandal seeking 1,000
signatures to send to the Vatican. Given the
traffic on our website, we should have
achieved our goal within a week or so, at most.
By 15/12/11, however, only 605 people had
signed. Others, it seems, were more interested
in campaigning to overturn the UK law that
prevents Catholics becoming monarch.1 Canon
Law # 1125 which prohibits mixed marriages
is ignored or dismissed. Even the fact that the
UK monarch assumes the role of Head of the
Church of England, is not an issue: quite
possible, they argue, for a Catholic to do that,
there’s even an historical precedent…
But why? What difference would it make if we
have a Catholic monarch? Having Catholic
politicians hasn’t made a blind bit of
difference. Most, if not all of them, are at pains
to tell voters that their religion won’t interfere
with their politics. We’ve never had such a
theologically ignorant Catholic laity - so why
the rush to place one of these ecclesiastical
illiterates on the throne? Talk about fiddling
while Rome burns. Catholics with influence
should take aim at the Church hierarchy and
forget about the social kudos of tea at the
Palace. This is an irritating distraction at a time
of deadly crisis in the Church. Focus on the
right order of things, restoring the Catholic
Faith within the Church, and “all these other
things shall be added unto you.”
1 There have been a number of articles on this subject
in the Catholic press recently, including two in the
same edition of the Scottish Catholic Observer: Anti-
Catholic succession law must go by Gerald Warner,
and MSPs stance on royal succession praised quoting
John Deighan, Church spokesman on political issues,
(Scottish Catholic Observer 25/11/11)

Deadly Distractions editor

Letters Cont’d
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Communion in the Hand - Part II: Protestant Theology
Extracts from  Pope Paul’s New Mass,  Chapter XXII, Communion in the Hand

Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

Communion in the hand was
reintroduced into the Catholic Church
as an act of rebellion soon after Vatican
II. It began in Holland as an arbitrary
act of defiance of legitimate authority.
It was an abuse and should have been
dealt with by the bishops immediately
and effectively. Priests who refused to
conform to the law of the Church
should have been suspended…

Part II

Unless we  are to conclude that the
Holy Ghost had abandoned the
Church, it can be presumed that the
transition from the reception of
Communion in the hand to its reception
on the tongue was the result of divine
guidance, a true liturgical development.
The Instruction Memoriale Domini,
which Pope Paul promulgated to
uphold the traditional practice explains:

After the true meaning of the
Eucharistic mystery, its effect, and the
presence of Christ in it had been
profoundly investigated, from a
pressing sense of reverence towards
this holy sacrament and of the humility
which its reception demands, the
custom was introduced by which the
minister himself would place the piece
of consecrated bread upon the tongue
of the communicant.1

The Protestant Reformers denied that
the Eucharistic consecration changes
the bread and wine in any way at all
beyond giving them a new signification,
i.e they become symbols of the Body
and Blood of Christ. Christ is in Heaven
and nowhere else, they taught, and to
offer adoration to the bread and wine
(“bread-worship”) constitutes idolatry.2

Martin Bucer3 wrote: “I have no doubt
that this usage of not putting these
sacraments in the hands of the faithful
has been introduced out of a double
superstition; firstly, the false honour
they wished to show this sacrament,
and secondly, the wicked arrogance of
priests claiming greater holiness than

1 All sources are documented in the book.
Due to lack of space, we are not including
them here.

2 “An exception to this Protestant consensus
is found in the Lutheran doctrine of
consubstantiation which teaches that Christ is
present together with the bread and wine.
The Catholic teaching is that nothing remains
of the bread and wine after the consecration
beyond their appearances or accidents.”
(asterisked footnote, p.490)

3 16th century Protestant Reformer, formerly
member of the Dominican Order, secular priest
for a time, personal friend of Martin Luther.

4 Pope Paul’s New Mass by Michael Davies,
is available from
Carmel Books,
Blackford House,
Andover Road,
Highclere,
Newbury,
RG20 9PF.
Telephone
01635.255340

Footnotes

that of the people of Christ, by virtue of
the oil of consecration. The Lord
undoubtedly gave these, His sacred
symbols, into the hands of the
Apostles, and no one who has read the
records of the ancients can be in doubt
that this was the usage observed in the
churches until the advent of the Roman
Antichrist.
 As, therefore, every superstition of
the Roman Antichrist is to be detested,
and the simplicity of Christ and the
Apostles, and the ancient Churches, is
to be recalled, I should wish that
pastors and teachers of the people
should be commanded that each is
faithfully to teach the people that it is
superstitious and wicked to think that
the hands of those who truly believe in
Christ are less pure than their mouths;
or that the hands of the ministers are
holier than the hands of the laity; so
that it would be wicked, or less fitting,
as was formerly wrongly believed by
ordinary folk, for the laity to receive
these sacraments in the hand: and
therefore that the indications of this
wicked belief be removed - as that the
ministers may handle the sacraments,
but not allow the laity to do so, and
instead put the sacraments into the
mouth - which is not only foreign to
what was instituted by the Lord but
offensive to human reason.
 In that way good men will be easily
brought to the point of all receiving the
sacred symbols in the hand, conformity
in receiving will be kept, and there will
be safeguards against all furtive abuse
of the sacraments. For although for a
time concession can be made to those
whose faith is weak, by giving them the
sacraments in the mouth when they so
desire, if they are carefully taught they
will soon conform themselves to the
rest of the Church and take the
sacraments in the hand.

Communion in the hand was
reintroduced into the Catholic Church
as an act of rebellion soon after Vatican
II… The consequences of this rebellion
became so serious that the Pope
consulted the bishops of the world and,
after obtaining their opinions,
promulgated the Instruction Memoriale

Part I finished by noting that… Domini in 1969. The principal points
contained are:

1. The bishops of the world were
overwhelmingly against the innovation.

2. The traditional manner of
distributing Holy Communion must be
retained.

3. It is a sign of reverence which does
not detract from the dignity of the
communicant.

4. The innovation could lead to
irreverence, profanation, and the
adulteration of correct doctrine.

Therefore:

The Apostolic See strongly urges bishops,
priests, and people to observe zealously
this law, valid and again confirmed,
according to the judgement of the majority
of the  Catholic episcopate, in the form
which the present rite of the liturgy
employs, and out of concern for the
common good of the Church.

Part III, Conclusion, next edition…
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In our November 2011 edition
we reported that Archbishop

Conti had given permission for a
congregation of Episcopalians in
Glasgow to hold their Sunday services
in St Anne’s church in Dennistoun.  We
pointed out the incongruity of this
arrangement at a time when the
Scottish Government is consulting on
the introduction of same-sex marriage.
In due course, we argued, Archbishop
Conti, who is right now hitting the
headlines in opposition to redefining
marriage might well, ironically, end up
playing host to the first same-sex
“marriage” in a Catholic Church. The
response of the Episcopalian church
to the Government consultation is
wholly supportive of same-sex
marriage and is available to read  at St
Mary’s Episcopalian cathedral website
http://thecathedral.org.uk/

Informed sources now tell us that the
clergy in St Anne’s were not happy
about the sharing arrangement
because the Episcopalian minister is
living in a same-sex relationship.

We rang the minister to ask him about
the situation. He would not comment
on whether or not he is in a same-sex
relationship and he said that the
reason why they were not using St
Anne’s after all, is because the times
(of the Episcopalian service and Mass)
clashed. Asked if there was any
possibility that they would be allowed
to use another Catholic church in
Glasgow, he suggested we ask
Archbishop Conti.  This is one of those
occasions when, however corny, we
just have to say: watch this space!

Episcopalians at St Anne’s -
Update…

The SundayPlus bulletin of
24/7/11 distributed in the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
was brought to our attention by readers
who were rightly appalled by a piece
advising parents of children who
decided to join “another Christian
denomination” to accept this and not
make “a suggestion that he or she
might be misguided”. My email to the
Parish Priest prior to publication was
ignored and I’ve since discovered that
he rang the Diocese for advice, only to
be told that they ignore Catholic Truth.
Get it? Don’t even think of suggesting
that your child might be “misguided” for

Diocese of Aberdeen to priest:
“ignore Catholic Truth”

abandoning the Catholic Church; that
would be completely unacceptable. But
Catholic Truth? Ignore them! Very
“equality and diversity”; very “tolerant”;
very charitable not!

Reporting Scotland - News in Brief

Readers in Glasgow and
Edinburgh have been sending
us their parish bulletins - the

same SundayPlus bulletins that are
distributed in the Aberdeen parish
already mentioned. Moving on from
advising parents on what to do if their
child says they’re going to join another
“Christian denomination”, the bulletin
of 23/10/11 distributed to the
unsuspecting parishioners of St Anne’s
Dennistoun (and undoubtedly parishes
across Scotland) advises parents what
to do “when my child tells me… ‘I’m
gay’”.  Susan Tym -“Slippery Sue” - not
only belittles the issues and points
parishioners to “what the Church
teaches: Cherishing Life, a document
produced by the bishops of England
and Wales” (alarm bells…) but her
piece concludes with this blasphemous
“prayer” written by someone called
Monica Furlong: emphases in the original…

Those who work for change suffer
resistance. So make us strong.
Those who do new things sometimes
feel afraid. So make us brave.
Those who try to love encounter hate.
So make us steadfast in you.

This is the “gay” agenda at work.  Be
aware of it. Complain to your priest and
bishop when you see this kind of
propaganda dressed up as “advice”.

Talking about inconsistency, which we
are now, how come the clergy at St
Anne’s, allegedly appalled to discover
that the Episcopalian minister whom
the  Archbishop invited to share their
church building was in a same-sex
relationship, distributed this garbage to
their congregation?  A priest once said
to me, by way of self-defence, that he
never read these bulletins…That’s
ridiculous. It’s negligence on a  huge
scale. It’s - frankly - no excuse. Any
priest who is so short of time that he
can’t check material being handed out
in his name, ought to do without a
bulletin. Worst case scenario: post all
necessary notices in the church porch.
Whatever, Sack Slippery Sue. Now.

Of the SundayPlus bulletins sent to us
from St Patrick’s church in Edinburgh,

SundayPlus Bulletins -
Glasgow and Edinburgh…

the one that stands out contains
Modernist nonsense about St Mark’s
Gospel (27/11/11) claiming that “Mark
(was) the first Christian dramatist who
shaped the story of Jesus…” (and that)
Matthew and Luke “toned down
(Mark’s) critical observations of Jesus’
family and disciples”. Baloney. The
peddlers of this pseudo-scholarship
rely on the ignorance of the majority of
the Catholic population. Let your priest
know you are not in that category; tell
him that you know there is no “toning
down” in the Gospels. Quote # 7 of
Pope Saint Pius X’s Syllabus of
(condemned) Errors which includes the
lie that “In the books of the Old and the
New Testament there are contained
mythical inventions.”

St Aloysius (Glasgow) parish
bulletin of 6/11/11 invited
anyone interested in meeting
some Buddhist monks who were
visiting Glasgow on 27/11/11 to
contact Fr Griffiths and he’d arrange
it. One of our readers promptly
emailed Fr Griffiths to ask if it would
be possible to arrange for parishioners
to meet an SSPX priest in light of the
current talks in Rome. Fr Griffiths
suggested they meet to discuss the
possibility, so full of hope and charity,
our reader complied. Turns out Fr
Griffiths (said he)  didn’t know a thing
about the SSPX-Rome doctrinal talks
but would prefer to wait to see if they
are successful before inviting one of
the priests to meet parishioners. Odd
that. He didn’t say to the Buddhists
“let’s wait to see the outcome of all this
inter-faith dialogue, to be sure it is
successful - that is, that all you
Buddhists become Catholics.”  Beyond
“Jesuitical”. Fr Griffiths should be
ashamed of himself for putting our
reader to the trouble of attending what
he must have known was a pointless
meeting. And, as for “didn’t know
about the SSPX-Rome talks” - about
as likely as a military commander not
knowing about the Iraq war.

Fr Griffiths strikes again, this
time in the St Aloysius parish
bulletin of 20/11/11 where he

invites parishioners to join with “local
churches” in a Pilgrimage to three
places of worship in the area on
3/12/11: “a Sikh temple, a Hindu
Mandir and our local mosque.”
(Emphasis added)
He adds: “this is a good opportunity to
meet people of other faiths… and see
how (they) worship.” No mention of a
visit to “our local SSPX chapel”.
Reflect!

http://thecathedral.org.uk/
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On Papolatrists & Other Confused Souls …The O’Meara Factor

Thank you for your letter and copy
of ‘Catholic Truth, Issue No. 69…

Ed: I did not write you a letter. I attached a
compliments slip to the newsletter,
containing a few pointed words for you to
ponder. Obviously didn’t hit home. I’m
losing my touch.

I need to clarify certain matters
connected to same, and to examine
some of the accusations you have
brought against me..

Ed: this should be fun.

Firstly, my typewritten summary of
the Conference held in Bantry
‘What’s Happening to the Church in
Ireland?’ was not ‘a nasty
caricature’ of the event held on
Saturday 24 September, 2011.  It was
a fair impression of my personal
experience, and I’m sorry if it ‘left
you speechless’…

Ed: you wrote in your ‘report’ that the
Conference was sparsely attended. Well,
those of us involved were too busy to count
heads because, due to circumstances
beyond our control, everyone - the
speakers included - were having to
organise all sorts of things that in normal
circumstances would have been in place
before the day of the Conference. However,
two things: I contacted the hotelier to ask
her if she had any record of the numbers in
attendance because we’d catered for 200
and from wherever I was standing, sitting
dancing or dozing, the hall looked pretty
packed to me.  I could see gaps, sure, in
the audience but then as was pointed out
at the very beginning, there were reports of
people in parishes being deterred from
coming to the Conference and in one
parish, we were told, the people were
misinformed that the day had been
cancelled. That considered, the hotelier’s
reply that “approximately 120 attended” is
both surprising and heartening.  The venue
was remote. There were mischievous
locals deterring people from attending. All
in all, I think 120 was a very reasonable
attendance. I haven’t yet been able to find
anyone who thinks that it could possibly be
accurate to describe, as “sparsely
attended” a room containing over a
hundred people.  To be fair, you did
acknowledge the determined efforts of
enemies to stop people attending, when, at
the end of your ‘report’ you wrote, in

Frank O’Meara was mentioned in a footnote in our November 2011 newsletter, apropos my report on
the very successful Conference held in Cork, Ireland, on 24 September, 2011. Mr O’Meara attended
the Conference but was less than enthusiastic, so much so that he wrote a report and letter on the subject
and sent it to the Editor of Christian Order, copy to me.  To annoy him, I sent him a copy of our
November newsletter, pointing him to the footnote and told  him, in words of one syllable, not to write
to me again. Below is his response!  You just have to laugh… My commentary is injected throughout,
and so, as one of the proofreaders put it: “I hope he feels well and truly spanked!”

parenthesis, “Apparently some people in
Cork had tried to put people off from
attending this conference by distributing
leaflets declaring it to be cancelled, of
which we were shown a sample.”

The fact that I did not approach you
on the day was because I did not
feel compelled to speak to you at
all…

Ed: you gotta be kidding! Me?
Uncompelling? I’m devastated. I wish it
was Lent so I could offer up this dastardly
humiliation. How could you?

I did  need to speak to Father
Kramer, which I certainly did. I was
not even aware that you were a
person in charge of everything…

Ed: if I’m there, I’m in charge. As a matter
of fact, given the unusual circumstances
which meant that the speakers had to
muck in and make everything swing along,
I was charged with taking the token entry
charge at the door - you must have spoken
to me there, surely, assuming you didn’t
skip in without paying? If so, worry not, you
can send a donation to Joe O’Connell, The
Fatima Centre, Apartment C. School Road.
Whitechurch, County Cork.
Phone: 0214383270 Mobile: 0868678271.

And in any case  I dealt with the
persons mentioned in the report
(but not by name) directly because
they certainly needed correction…

Ed: the persons needing correction, I take
it, were the conference attendees whom
you met over lunch: you wrote in your
original ‘report’ that “During the lunch
break, certain confusion became evident.
One determined man stated that ‘the last
Pope was Pope Pius XII’.  Well, as you
acknowledge in your ‘report’ that man is
self-evidently a sedevacantist but that is
no fault of the Conference organisers. He
might have been a Buddhist for all we
know, since, like any public event outside
of Communist China members of the
public are free to pay the entry fee
(reminder) and join in. You also criticised
another man who, you  say, “tried to argue
that the Tridentine Mass had been ‘licit’ all
along; I explained that I had checked this
with the then Archbishop of Dublin,
Archbishop McNamara, who told me that
the Tridentine Mass was ‘a true Mass’ but
illicit (at that time.)

Well, Mr O’Meara, Sir, fasten your seat belt
because Archbishop McNamara was plain
wrong. A lot of bishops peddled this
falsehood, Scotland’s “Vatican hardliner”
(yeah right) Cardinal Winning among them.
However, Pope Benedict nailed that
particular lie when he penned his letter to
Bishops which accompanied the Motu
Proprio Summorum Pontificum in 2007.
Pope Benedict wrote:

“As for the use of the 1962 Missal as a
Forma extraordinaria of the liturgy of the
Mass, I would like to draw attention to the
fact that this Missal was never juridically
abrogated and, consequently, in principle,
was always permitted.”
             Given at Saint Peter’s, 7 July 2007

So, you see, Mr O’Meara, the very next
sentence in your ‘report’ on our humble
Conference, really applies to disobedient
bishops like the Archbishop of Dublin whom
you quote as telling you that the Traditional
Mass was forbidden when it blankety blank
was not. Allow me to refresh your memory.
After reporting that you “corrected” a man
who rightly said that the Tridentine Rite was
always permitted, you write: “I explained
the importance of Catholics obeying the
Holy Father’s instructions in such grave
matters…” Pity you were not sufficiently
well informed when you had that
conversation with Archbishop McNamara,
or you could have corrected HIM.

Concerning my cowardice, I do not
go around picking fights with
people; as a Catholic, if someone
called me ‘outside’ I probably would
refuse to go…

Ed: thanks for telling me that. Worth a try if
we ever cross paths again… Only joking!
I’ve never been able to find a pair of boxing
gloves to match any outfit. There’s a clear
gap in the fashion market.

Secondly, concerning the footnote
on page 5 (November 11 newsletter), in
which you calumnise me…

Ed: I expressed my considered opinion
about your ‘report’, heavily critical of the
day. If you wanted praise, you should have
written that it was a great Conference.
Simple.

Continued on p.13
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On Papolatrists and Other Confused Souls: The O’Meara Factor - The Editor … continued from p.12

I was not ‘hostile’ towards the
Conference, which had many good
points…

Ed: pity you didn’t say that in your original
‘report’ where, apart from your accurate
description of Fr Sherry as “a young  SSPX
priest (who) introduced the Conference in
a measured and correct way…” the rest of
the ‘report’ was wholly negative. I mean,
what’s Fr Sherry got that the rest of us
don’t?  An edited list will do, thanks.

A lack of summary sheets on the
subjects covered was fair comment,
because the speakers had many
good points to make which could
not all be taken in at once by the
already aware audience…

Ed: yes, the lack of provision of summary
sheets is fair comment in light of the fact
that you are probably unaware that the talks
were being filmed with a view to making
them available to purchase at a later date.
Do you recall seeing the young camera-
man filming?  He was so impressed with
the talks that he asked to keep in touch with
Joe, head of the Fatima Centre in Cork.
Unfortunately, due to the unforeseen
circumstances mentioned earlier, although
the film-maker attended and filmed the day,
the DVD has not been made available. This
is outwith the control of any of the speakers
who, as I say, were put in the position of
having to do our best to keep the
Conference afloat at the last minute.
Having been invited to speak, we found that
we were “in charge” - so, fair comment, yes,
but the speakers would no doubt have
provided summary sheets had we realised
that there would be no other record of the
event.

Also, I must correct your claim that the
audience were “already aware.”  Joe
O’Connell of the Fatima Centre and others
involved in helping organise the
Conference leafleted outside churches in
the area and even visited home-to-home to
encourage people to attend. We didn’t want
an “already aware” audience.  It’s why we
decided against inviting Fr Gruner from
Canada, because he would have filled a
hall twice the size - but with people who are
already aware of the reasons for the crisis
in the Church. We wanted to alert the
Catholics in the diocesan pews, and that,
we are pleased to say, is what happened,
albeit on a modest scale - thanks to the
underhand and diabolical tactics of at least
one modernist priest and certain lay people
of the “charismatic” (Protestant) mentality
who are quite happy in their newer, if fewer,
Church and don’t want anyone upsetting
the applecart.

I did not ‘concoct’ anything in the
notes I made. I doubt if you will
publish this reply , nonetheless.

Ed: well, how wrong can you be? However,
take note: this is a one-off. Letters for

Nor did I write to the Editor of
Christian Order asking him to
publish my notes, as you claim.
Christian Order alerted me to the
event…

Ed: Christian Order certainly advertised
the Conference, that is true. But do you
always send a two page ‘report’ and a
covering letter to the editors of publications
when you respond to one of their
advertisements?  If you didn’t send your
‘report’ for publication, why did you send it?
What if everyone who bought tickets for
shows in the west end of London, then
reported back to the editors of the
newspapers/magazines in which they’d first
been alerted to the musical/play, whatever?
Doesn’t make sense.

Fr Kramer made some very serious
predictions, WHICH INCLUDED THE
ASSERTION THAT THE PERSONAL
ANTICHRIST WAS IMMINENT,
AFTER A WAR BETWEEN THE
‘STRONG’ AND THE ‘STRONG’ to be
manipulated by the Jewish-Zionist
axis. I gave very good reasons on
this matter which suggested that
such a prediction was at the least,
presumptuous and dangerous.  I did
speak to Father Kramer… (emphasis
in Mr O’Meara’s letter)

Ed: since I couldn’t recall this part of
Father’s talk I emailed him the above
extract from your letter and he responded
as follows:

Mr O’Meara errs when he claims that I
made the prediction - I was quoting a
revelation made By God to the Armenian
Jewish convert to Catholicism, Zachary --
whose prophecies were published with
ecclesiastical approval in 1854 in a book in
the French language entitled, Day of Anger:
The Hand of God Upon an Empire.
Whether O'Meara chooses to believe in the
prophecy or not is his own prerogative, but
the prophecy and the prediction is not mine
- I merely quoted it. The next time O'Meara
reads or listens to anything I have to say, I
would suggest he take a moderate dose of
valium in   order to help him suppress his
irascible impulse to tendentious  hyper-
criticism of the straw men of his own
making. (Fr Paul Kramer)

As you say, ‘there’s always one
folks!’; yes, and sometimes
necessary...

Ed: sometimes; not in this case where there
was nothing in any of the talks that was
contrary to the Faith of our Fathers - did
you sing along with that despite your
rejection, at least for a time, of the Mass
that our Fathers loved and which the
martyrs died to preserve? Can you stand

I would not have contacted you at
all, but for the fact that I gathered a
number of Catholic Truth past
issues as I left, and only got to read
them much later, when I saw a
sample of your tendency to lampoon
our Holy Father (samples enclosed).The
great Scottish (Communist convert)
Hamish Fraser’s advice came
strongly to me, ‘It is as easy to jump
off the barque of Peter from the bow
as the stern.’  If you want to be taken
seriously as a Catholic Truth
messenger, you need to give this
up, Patricia…

Ed: the newsletter was described in its
early days as “a kind of religious Private
Eye”. Satire and humour is all part of the
way we communicate the nonsense around
us. Unfortunately, Mr O’Meara, you are a
wee bit of a papolatrist, unable to
distinguish between respect for the papal
office and legitimate criticism (and even
“lampooning”!) of individual popes -
especially popes who pray with pagans and
publicly praise schismatics like Martin
Luther: as recently as 23 September 2011,
Pope Benedict said, in the very place
(Erfurt) where Martin Luther spoke out
fiercely against the popes: “Luther’s
thinking, his whole spirituality, was
thoroughly Christocentric…” Well, Mr
O’Meara - are you with Pope Benedict on
this or with the dogmatic Council of Trent
which condemned Luther, but which
condemnation Pope Benedict described in
his address to the Protestants at Erfurt as
“an error of the confessional age”…  What?
Do we no longer confess the one, true,
Catholic and apostolic Faith of our Fathers?
Well, Mr O’Meara?  You need to decide
whether you are a papolatrist (one who
gives undue veneration to, or worship of, a
Pope) or a Catholic who loves and is
devoted to the papacy and who venerates
each and every Pope who has adhered to
and proclaimed the one, holy, Catholic and
apostolic Faith - without apology.

Regarding Hamish Fraser: a correspondent
in the (Glasgow) Herald once described
me, scathingly, as “Gerald Warner in a
skirt” - Gerald being a top political journalist
in Scotland, and a Traditional Mass-going
Catholic. I felt honoured. I felt honoured
again, recently, to be told by one of our
readers who reminded me of that epithet,
that, in his view, it was more accurate to
describe me as  “Hamish Fraser in a skirt.”
I wish folk would find a gorgeous female
with whom to compare me but you can’t
have everything.  Indeed, I was touched to
learn, in conversation with Hamish’s

by an Irish Mass rock and not feel ashamed
that, far from being that “one” necessary
prophetic voice you went along with the
crowd and accepted, uncritically, the lie that
this Holy Mass was now illegal?

Continued on page 14

publication must be short and to the point
in future. “Concisely” will do nicely.
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daughter recently (at a Traditional Mass to
mark Hamish’s 25th anniversary - RIP) that
she agrees that, were Hamish alive today,
he would be fully behind Catholic Truth. I
would go further and say that, once Hamish
saw how things were developing, how bad
things have become, he’d have been
editing this newsletter - not me.  I would
undoubtedly have been allocated the job of
(glamorous) receptionist at the front desk…

I sympathise with you in one matter,
for it is annoying to be calumniated
and lied about, but that is our
Christian destiny, and is
meritorious, as from the Sermon on
the Mount; but to be told that you
are wrong when it is true, is utterly
infuriating.

Ed: wrong again. I can never understand
this mentality. It is infuriating when people
fail to see I am right (in just about
everything, of course) but if I’m wrong and
proven to be so, I’m very pleased to be
corrected. Let me given you an example …

During the last conclave the Catholic Truth
team were praying our socks off that either
some unknown candidate would emerge
as Pontiff to sort out the crisis in the Church
without delay OR, failing that, Cardinal
Ratzinger would be elected, since his thirty
years at the Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith and his reputation for being an
enforcer of orthodoxy1 made him our best
hope. Thus, when he was elected, we were
delighted. I posted an enthusiastic report
on our website in which I referred to the
liberals not accepting this new Pope
despite this being clearly the choice of the
Holy Spirit.

Previously, I’d devoted thick column inches
to correcting this error yet here was I
repeating it. The Holy Spirit may or may not
be behind a particular election, but it is not
guaranteed. That’s why we can’t blame the
Holy Spirit for bad popes.  So, I fell into that
error in my relief that one of the “front
runner liberal” candidates hadn’t been
elected.  Worse, when a gentleman wrote
to express his amazement at what I’d
written on our website, I fired off a reply
telling him that HE was wrong, not me.
Shortly thereafter, I almost choked on my
haggis and neeps as the truth dawned on
me that I was wrong and he was right. I
immediately corrected the website article
and wrote to him again, this time to
apologise for my cheek and to thank him
for correcting me.

You see, Mr O’Meara (lest you get the
wrong idea and think of me as a most
humble and saintly soul) my rationale is
quite simple:  WHO in this world, wants to
be wrong - about anything? And denying
that one is wrong IF one is wrong, doesn’t
change the fact of the matter. All that
happens is that we add the sin of
pride/obstinacy to our ignorance and make
ourselves look stupid to those who know

On Papolatrists and Other Confused Souls: The O’Meara Factor - The Editor … continued from p.13

better.  And, of course, for those who don’t
know better, we’re guilty of leading astray.
So, no, I do not find it “infuriating” to be told
I’m wrong, when it’s true. I’m grateful.

You attacked Fr Thaddeus Doyle,
who is a saintly and gentle priest…

Ed: I did not “attack” anyone.  I merely held
up some editions of The Curate’s Diary,
edited by Fr Thaddeus Doyle, read out the
headlines and enjoyed the laughter from
the audience.  If, my point was, people are
not coming back from the dead with stories
of their hour in Hell, they’re reporting
conversations upon which they’ve
eavesdropped, between Our Lady and St
John Vianney.  Baloney. I warned the
audience against reading this rubbish.

I have no way of reading Fr Doyle’s soul,
so I can’t imagine how God will judge him.
By objective Catholic standards, however,
he is no saint (we can’t be saints anyway,
until we’re dead - I know, I tried and failed).

His writings contain doctrinal errors which
we’ve reported in this newsletter (there
were copies for you to take free at the
Conference) and his most dishonest
coverage of Catholic Truth and of Father
Gruner’s alleged “suspension” shocked
those of his readers who know the truth. He
has been most uncharitable in these
matters.

I enclose the confirmation from the
Vatican of the continuing
suspension ‘a divinis’ of Fr Gruner,
whom I had been supporting until
receiving this notification which I
also checked with our Nunciature...

Ed: below is the text of the enclosure from
Mr O’Meara, providing “a translation of the
key sentences” in the above mentioned
notification:

immediate boss but “a higher power” and
that your suspension had been confirmed
by a body that had no authority so to do,
you’d hot-foot it to the nearest law firm
without delay. There is a full and detailed
account of Father Gruner’s persecution in
a book written by Francis Alban entitled The
Fatima Priest, which you can order by
telephoning Carmel Books in England
(01635 255340). I urge you to do so,
because right now you are a victim of evil
propaganda.  You must stop thinking about
the Vatican and the Church as if we live in
normal times. These are exceptional times;
we are suffering the worst crisis ever to hit
the Church. Reflect: who ever needed to
get permission from Church authorities in
order to organise a Conference? Canon
Law clearly acknowledges the right of the
faithful to come together in associations
and gatherings - see e.g. Canon # 215. So
it’s a case of “Buyer Beware” - beware of
“buying” every statement that purports to
come from “The Vatican”.  After all, the
‘Vatican’ statement claiming that Fatima
itself is now history was overturned by Pope
Benedict himself during his visit to Fatima
in May 2010, when he described as
“deceived” those who claim Fatima belongs
to the past. On the contrary, the Pope said,
the triumph of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary belongs to the future.

Fr Gruner, when in Galway a few
years ago, told us that we should
not attend the new Mass in our
parishes. I contradicted him
strongly and referred to obedience
to the Holy Father. And this is it:
obedience to the Holy Father and
proper respect for him, as the Vicar
of Christ on earth.

Ed: I wasn’t in Galway a few years ago but
I was in Rome these past two years at the
Fatima Conferences and on both occasions
Father Gruner provided rooms for priests
who wished to say the new Mass. In any
event, “obedience”, Mr O’Meara, is not the
highest virtue.  Faith is the highest virtue
and obedience must be ordered to the
Faith. For example, if the Pope told you that
you must follow his example at Assisi and
provide opportunities for pagans to pray to
their false gods, would you obey him?  If
so, you’d have chosen obedience to a

papal request over
obedience to the First
Commandment and the
exhortations and encyclicals
of every pre-Vatican II pope.
Keep a clear head, Mr
O’Meara, Sir. Frank. Talk to
somebody who can help you.
Talk to the Little People. Do

something. Anything. Just give up papolatry
- it’s not at all Catholic, not at all, at all, at
all!  To be sure!

1 Although there had been occasions when Cardinal
Ratzinger had given us hope, overall his reputation as
an enforcer of orthodoxy was not wholly deserved.
However, we presumed that was because he was
inhibited by the liberal Pope John Paul II.

The Holy See has received several news
reports concerning the so-called
Conference for Peace in the World, which
is being planned for Rome for October 7 to
13 and which has been organized by Fr
Nicholas Gruner of Canada.

The Congregation for the Clergy, upon the
mandate from a higher authority, wishes to
state that Rev. Nicholas Gruner is under ‘a
divinis’ suspension, which has been
confirmed by a definitive sentence of the
Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic
Signature.

The activities of Fr Gruner, therefore,
including the above mentioned conference
do not have the approval of legitimate
ecclesiastical authorities.

Where to start?  Mr O’Meara, consider this:
if you reported for work as usual one sunny
Monday morning and were told that you
had been suspended, you’d naturally want
to know who had suspended you and why.
If you were told that it wasn’t your
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The role of the Papal Nuncio in
perpetuating the scandal of Fr Andrew
Monaghan – was a significant one. On
his radio phone-in Fr Monaghan not
only recommended pregnant women
to the Brook Advisory Centre – in fact
the local abortion-referral agency in
South East Scotland but advised
homosexual callers to a ‘gay group’
linked to a paedophile organisation.
The latter had been set up by members
of ‘Scottish Minorities Group’ – SMG
who had gained permission from Fr
Anthony Ross, Catholic Chaplain of
Edinburgh University, to use
Chaplaincy premises as their base.

In 1974, the secretary of SMG was
another Catholic priest, Fr John Breslin
of Motherwell, and it was he who first
advertised the Paedophile Information
Exchange – P.I.E. in SMG’s house
journal. Applicants were urged to write
to the SMG mail-box, which Fr Breslin
held.

The co-founder of P.I.E. was Glasgow
student Ian Dunn, leader of SMG and
of its successor organisation Scottish
Homosexual Rights Group’ – SHRG.

Among those involved in SHRG  was
Thomas Hamilton, later to kill 16
schoolchildren and their teacher at
Dunblane. The priest named above
who recommended SHRG on his
phone-in was Fr Andrew Monaghan,
host of Radio Forth’s ‘Open Line,
saying it was ‘a good place to make
new friends’.

At this significant time, I had been
persuaded to ‘drop in’ on SHRG to find
out the truth about their connections
with a paedophile group. I printed my
evidence in an ‘Open Letter’ about Fr
Monaghan’s recommendations – which
was then reported on by the ‘Daily
Record’ on  28th May 1985, with the
headline 'Agony Priest Under Attack'.

Law of the Land: Scots Bishops liable for clergy crimes?

This Open Letter also described Fr
Monaghan’s recommendations of
pregnant girls to an abortion referral
agency – Brook Advisory Centre.

When Cardinal Gordon Gray retired,
his successor, Archbishop, later
Cardinal O’Brien, extended his support
to his old seminary confrère by writing
to laypeople that ‘the Brook had no
links with abortion, SHRG no links with
paedophilia and that on Open Line Fr
Monaghan is doing God’s will – and the
Pope’s’. 1

In a later Vatican investigation into
Monaghan’s activities, support was
given by no less than the Pope’s own
delegate to Britain – the Nuncio. He
stated that ‘he didn’t need the Vatican’s
permission to broadcast’ in 1986 at the
National Conference of Priests, and
this intervention both enabled the priest
to continue broadcasting and also draw
a curtain over the involvement of
Fathers Ross and Breslin in the launch
of P.I.E.

Dunn himself had set up a ‘contact
group’ whose members killed children
for fun. When I taped him boasting of
his sexual exploits with a minor, I sent
the tape to a Scottish paper, the
Scottish Sunday Mail, and it forced
Dunn to drop a libel action against
them. It was also instrumental in
getting the Labour Party to drop Dunn
as their candidate in the Regional
elections. (An exposè of Dunn by Frank
Curran and Dave Mahoney appeared
in the Star 23/3/87. The Scottish
Sunday Mail's exposè of Dunn came
out 25th March 1984.

When I handed evidence on Dunn’s
‘Rainmakers’ contact list to Scotland
Yard, they closed it down. But note the
contrast between the reactions of the
press, the police, and politicians, to my
evidence, with that of the Church
hierarchy. The former took action, they
latter chose not to. Every effort was

made to conceal both the evidence of
links between SHRG and PIE in order
to sanitise recommendations by Fr
Monaghan and thus prevent a public
outcry at the Vatican.  This is very
relevant at this present time because
a legal ruling in England has made
Bishops liable for the transgressions of
paedophile priests2, a ruling that may
well have implications also for those
who promote paedophilia.

Given the public concern about child
abuse there could well be calls
for Scotland to follow England in this
legal ruling. Surely there is a case to
be made for a similar ruling in Scots
law.  Fr Breslin’s role in launching
P.I.E. has never been made generally
public. Although retired, he continues
to do supply work in parishes in the
Diocese of Motherwell.  Fr Monaghan
is now an Honorary Canon.
Ed: For Update on this, see “Stop Press” on
page 6…

In 2003, Pope John Paul II made
Archbishop O’Brien a Cardinal–
significantly, the same week that the
Radio Authority reproved Fr Andrew
Monaghan for broadcasting obscene
conversations.3

1 ‘Character Assassination’, Hamish Fraser Approaches 96
(on my treatment by the hierarchy)
2 Church liable for UK priests' wrongs, Daily Telegraph,
9/11/11
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-
news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-
1226189548304
3All sources available on request.

Iain Colquhoun (pictured) spent most of
his life working as a nurse in care of the
elderly. His life changed in 1984 when he
met the famous Communist convert,
Hamish Fraser, editor of Approaches,
who encouraged him in his campaign to
expose Fr Andrew Monaghan, (now
Canon Monaghan) and later to
investigate Protestant clergy involved in
the KGB-led 'front' Christian Peace
Conference.  See www.solvesecret.co.uk
for the evidence concerned.

In light of a recent court ruling in England, which decided that bishops should
be  liable for the crimes of their priests, Iain Colquhoun reflects on the historical
connections in Scotland between clergy-promoted homosexual rights groups
and a paedophile ring.

Footnotes

Iain Colquhoun

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-1226189548304
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-1226189548304
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-1226189548304
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-1226189548304
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/breaking-news/church-liable-for-uk-priests-wrongs/story-e6freuyi-1226189548304
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Jim Dowson ‘went to ground’ for some time after his bust-up with the British National Party
(BNP), amid allegations of ‘sexual impropriety’ with one of their young female politicians.
He only recently came out of hiding, appearing on a BBC Panorama programme in
October. He and his “partner-in-crime”, Marion Thomas, presented themselves as ‘whiter
than white’ as they gave us all the hard luck about their treatment at the hands of Nick
Griffin and his heavies www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b0161hqc/Panorama_BNP_The_Fraud_Exposed/

When the news finally broke about Jim Dowson’s BNP involvement, which I understand
began back in 2007, the question many UK LifeLeague/ ProLifeCare supporters were
asking was…‘WHAT?’ What is he thinking about, getting involved with the BNP of all
people?’...This involvement was, of course, all kept a big secret by Dowson and Marion
Thomas (otherwise known as ‘Miriam Nixon’, of ‘ProLifeCare’) - Dowson’s accomplice
(and sister-in-law, incidentally). We had an inkling there was something funny going on
when Dowson, whose pro-life and moral crusading were second-to-none when he arrived
on the scene some 10 years ago, suddenly disappeared off the radar. At one time, if there
was something in the news about e.g. proposed chlamydia injections for girls in a ‘Catholic’
school, one phone call was all it took for the Dowson machinery to spring into action. An
‘e-mail action alert’ would be issued to all the ‘faithful’, full of names, phone numbers and
e-mail addresses of people to send complaints to. His pro-life literature was really superb, to give him his due.

Jim Dowson eventually could no longer
be contacted on the UK LifeLeague
‘office’ phone number. It was always
Marion Thomas who answered, saying
things like…’Jim’s fine, thanks…he’s
over in Belfast….sends his
regards’….etc. Not a word was said
about his (or her) new BNP ‘interests’.
These were, of course, taking up all his
time and attention. No wonder the
glossy ‘Rescue’ magazines, Jochebed
Award Ceremonies etc. all fizzled out.
However, the begging letters continued
– and still do to this day, as I am
assured. Appeals for e.g. funding a
pro-life stall at the Glastonbury Festival
are sent out every year, although I very
much doubt whether Dowson or any of
his ‘stalwarts’ ever go near the place!
Then there’s the Christmas appeal,
laced with emotional blackmail and
including that time-worn photo of those
brave young women bedecked in
scarves and woolly hats, ‘spending
their Christmas Day making a pro-life
stand outside an abortion clinic’. As if!

The truth is, as we now know, that
Dowson is the ‘great pretender’ – a
professional con-man. He is a dynamic
and very plausible ‘rent-a-cause’
merchant who milks it for all he can get,
then moves on when the ‘game’s up’.
However, the game is not entirely up.
As I mentioned, the UK LifeLeague and
its ‘sister’ organisation Pro-Life Care
are still sending out frequent begging

letters and still extorting money from
hapless and gullible people who are
totally unaware that neither
organisation is doing any of what they
purport to be doing. I know of
someone living off disability benefits,
but who scrimped and saved in order
to send whatever she could afford to
the Dowson coffers. There is also the
story of a man who was terminally ill
and had allowed a very generous
bequest to UK LifeLeague in his Will,
until a friend advised him about
Dowson’s BNP affairs. Thankfully, he
was able to remove this from his Will
before he passed away (R.I.P.) But
how many more are out there,
unaware of the evidence that their
money has been and still is being used
to fund the lavish lifestyles of Jim
Dowson and Marion Thomas
(‘business premises’ in Belfast and a
‘women’s refuge’ villa in Spain, for
example)?

Let’s consider the ‘truth truck’ (re-
named the ‘lie lorry’...). The story
about this actually dates back to the
early ‘noughties’, when Dowson
began to make his mark as an ‘anti-
abortion and moral-crusading zealot’.
He formed the ‘UK LifeLeague’ and
quickly set about recruiting new
members and raising funds. He had
this idea how to ‘challenge the fiercely
pro-abortion UK media’ by purchasing
a specially-designed advertising lorry

which he ‘was going to cover with
huge, graphic pictures of aborted
babies and drive it around all the big
cities in the UK, to let people see the
real horrors of abortion’. To his credit,
he did actually carry some of this out,
in Belfast, as evidenced on a
‘YouTube’ Sky News video.

UK LifeLeague and Pro-Life Care
supporters had (understandably)
believed that Dowson was the ‘totally
dedicated pro-lifer’ and answer to the
pro-life movement’s ‘maiden’s prayer’
(let’s face it – SPUC and LIFE weren't
exactly setting the heather alight!).
Little did they know that he had
actually formed his own Company,
which he called ‘Adlorries.com’ - and
that his company was hiring out the
‘truth truck’ to anyone willing to pay.
A visit to the Companies House web-
site will soon reveal that both Dowson
and Thomas are named as former
‘Adlorries’ Directors. The ‘truth truck’
as featured on the BBC programme
was neither Dowson’s nor Adlorries’
own property, yet he pocketed the
£20k that the BNP reportedly paid
him for it.

This vehicle was actually paid for
twice over by UK LifeLeague
supporters! Dowson, the great
schemer and con-man, invented a
hard luck story about how his ‘truth
truck’ got ‘set upon and torched by a
rabid pro-abort mob in Liverpool’. He

Whistle-Blowing:  UK Lifeleague…

                                                             Patrick McKay

Patrick McKay comments on the widely publicised antics of the hitherto hero of the pro-life
movement in Scotland,  Protestant Jim Dowson, leader of UK LIFELEAGUE. Catholic Truth has
publicly supported UK LIFELEAGUE, praised Jim Dowson, participated in a public debate with
him at the University of Durham, and invited him to address one of our meetings, so we feel duty
bound to update our readers  following press revelations that he was heavily involved in
fundraising for a political party - the British National Party (BNP).  Questions were thus raised
questions about his pro-life fundraising. Lurid headlines, sadly, have caused further doubt about
his personal integrity...

Patrick McKay

Continued on page 17
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claimed he had tons of pro-life
literature etc. on board it, all of which
‘was destroyed’. Was this 'crime' ever
reported to Merseyside Police? Next
thing the begging letters were being
shipped out, appealing for funds to buy
a ‘replacement’. He told one dedicated
pro-life lady who was regularly in
telephone contact with him that he
‘hadn’t fire-insured’ the truck, because
he ‘couldn’t afford to’ and that the
Catholic priests ‘had been the most
generous’ in responding to his appeal.
He said he ‘nearly had enough to buy
a new truck, thanks to them’, but that
he’d got ‘practically nothing out of the
many Protestant pastors’ he had
approached. What a lying, scheming,
slimy, thieving wretch he is! Former UK
LifeLeague/ Pro-Life Care supporters

are ruing the
day they ever
trusted him.
I can reveal that
back in August
2010, the Police
were asked to

look into these matters. They do not
appear to have taken them seriously,
otherwise UK LifeLeague and Pro-Life
Care’s bank accounts would have been
suspended as a thorough investigation
was conducted into what monies were
paid into these accounts over at least
the past ten years and – more
importantly – what Dowson and
Thomas have been doing with these
monies.

The Police were contacted again
recently, following the BBC Panorama
programme. However, I am assured
that begging letters are still landing on
the mats of those on the UK
LifeLeague/Pro-Life Care  ‘suckers
lists’, which means it’s ‘business as
usual’. Money continues to be
fraudulently extorted from well-
meaning people, yet nobody wants to
know. The ‘Catholic’ papers I contacted
back in 2010 weren’t interested, the
Panorama team never responded to
my recent e-mail - and the Airdrie &
Coatbridge Advertiser said they
‘couldn’t find any
evidence that Dowson
hailed originally
from Gartlea’,
therefore they
‘wouldn’t run the
story about him
having formerly been
the BNP’s finance
chief’.

I am pleased that Catholic Truth has
agreed to 'blow the whistle' so that at
least some people might be spared
from doling out any more of their hard-
earned cash to these impostors and
thieves.

Patrick McKay’s letters on pro-life themes
have been published in a number of
publications, including Herald Scotland,
The Scotsman and the Sunday
Telegraph.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/letters/8362578
/Defence-is-an-insurance-policy-that-we-have-failed-
to-renew.html

His Telegraph letter was favourably
'Mentioned in Despatches' by Steve
Mosher in the Population Research
Institute 'Review', May-June 2011 edition.
Patrick McKay is an electrical engineer,
an exiled Scot originally from Airdrie, now
living in Bedfordshire in England with his
wife, Teresa.

Whistle-Blowing: UK Lifeleague - Patrick McKay. Continued from page 16…

It is noteworthy that the
two correspondents at-
tacking the Society of
Saint Pius X in this
week’s edition of your
newspaper, are both
converts to the Faith
(Letters 9 December).

This is, in a sense, un-
derstandable because it is difficult enough
for those of us born into the Faith to com-
prehend the scale and the significance of
the current crisis in the Church. For those
who did not enter the Church until adult-
hood, it would appear to be virtually im-
possible, judging by the letters regularly
featured in the Catholic press. Indeed, a
hallmark of contemporary converts is that
they seem perfectly content with the state
of the Church and often fail to see (or
consider exaggerated) the current critical
decline.

However, nobody who knew and loved
the Catholic Faith as it has been handed
down to us from time immemorial, and
who do, in fact, comprehend the diabolical
significance of the unthinkable changes
that have come about in the past fifty
years, could possibly do anything now,
except thank God, sincerely, for the great
gift to the Church of Archbishop Lefebvre
who will be, in due course, recognised as
a second Saint Athanasius.   Saint Atha-
nasius defended the Nicene Creed even
in the face of excommunication. The fact
that Athanasius would later be canonised

and declared a Doctor of the Church, while
Pope Liberius (who excommunicated him)
has never been canonised, serves as a
useful reminder that excommunication is
not an act involving infallibility. Pope
Liberius was clearly wrong to have excom-
municated Athanasius and history will
show, as indeed is already evident, that
Pope John Paul II was equally wrong to
have excommunicated Archbishop Lefeb-
vre, graced by God to defend the Mass
and the missionary nature of the Church
just as Athanasius in the 4th century was
entrusted with the task of defending the
Nicene Creed against the heretic Arius
who taught that Christ was a created be-
ing, not fully divine.

Incredibly, Mr Williams argues that “the
papacy remained resolute throughout the
(Arian) dispute”  whereas the easily verifia-
ble historical truth is that Pope Liberius
was anything but resolute. He certainly
initially refused to condemn Athanasius,
but when he was sent into exile by the
Emperor he weakened and agreed to an
Arian credal formula that did not do justice
to the full truth about the divinity of Christ,
although it fell short of expressing the Ari-
an heresy.  In our own times, the modern
popes have introduced a new Mass and
have cultivated an ambivalent relationship
with false religions, thus breaking with the
missionary Tradition of the Church which
seeks converts to the one, true Faith.
Thus, they, too, have failed to do justice to
the full truth about the nature and purpose
of the Mass and even of the Church itself,
although, thanks to the wonderful gift of
infallibility, none of these Modernist errors
have been pronounced binding on the
Faithful.
Without a doubt, your correspondents are
sadly misguided in the matter of the SSPX
and contrary to what Mr Williams said, as
any truly educated historian knows, there
is a clear parallel to be drawn between
Saint Athanasius and the Society of Saint
Pius X. P.McKeever, Editor, Catholic Truth

The Arian Crisis: correcting a
major historical error…
On 9/12/11 the Catholic Herald
published two letters (both from
converts) attacking the Society of St
Pius X (SSPX). One of these letters
contained a glaring historical error, yet
the editor, Luke Coppen, refused to
publish my correction. For the record,
then, my letter is published below…

Ed:  The regularity with which Robert Williams’
letters appear in the Catholic Herald on various
topics in a kind of literary variation of the old
saying “Jack of all trades, master of none”,
suggests, at least, a shared mentality of
opposition to the traditional Catholic Faith. The
Catholic Herald (and the Catholic Times) hosted
Williams’ vendetta against Fr Paul Kramer,
reported in detail in our August 2011 newsletter.
In his letters page 23/12/11 Coppen permits a
correspondent (Mr Gerald Danaher) to claim, in
his ignorance, that Africa is overpopulated1 and
to attack Catholic morality: “the governments of
developing countries fail to provide the poor with
effective family planning. This failure is a
prolonged tragedy for Africa.” Luke Coppen’s
chosen headline for this letter: “A prolonged
tragedy” connotes his agreement with Mr
Danaher’s ignorant assessment.  We have
removed all our website links to Catholic Herald
blogs and we withdraw our previous
recommendation. The Catholic Herald is
hazardous to your spiritual health - avoid! For
more on the Catholic press, see ‘To Read Or Not To
Read?’ page 19
1  Africa News: Opinion -Africa underdeveloped not
overpopulated 11/5/11. To read report in full, visit
http://www.africanews.com/site/list_message/34424

http://www.africanews.com/site/list_message/34424
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I have been, since I heard about your fight
for truth against the ugliness of the pro
homosexual movement, a great fan of
yours. Imagine my horror when I see you
attacking the belief of many in the
genuineness of the Megjugorje apparitions.
What need is there for you to attack so
many who could be your allies in the fight
against the agents of death? I haven't time
to go into a detailed reply to the accusations
you have thrown against the apparitions.
1. When the Muslims arrived the diocesan
priest fled amass, the Franciscans however
bravely stayed and ministered to the people
for the hundreds of years, (maybe not so
long) before the return to Christian control.
The diocesans came back and there has
been friction (I, myself, am a diocesan) but
in hindsight there should have been
appointed some Franciscans as bishops.
2. Do you constantly read the bible from
front to back? (Ed: heck, no - I don’t even

read a newspaper from front to back) Did you
ever read about a prophet who was
perfect? From the great prophets written
and unwritten to the minor ones like Jonah
we see clearly their foibles but God
continued to use them. (Ed: God used them
despite their imperfections yes, but they were
obedient. Reluctant, unwilling to be prophets,
yes, but not disobedient, like the Medjugorje
“seers” who, to this day, continue to defy the
legitimate authority of their bishop.)
No time to develop other themes but finally
to let you know how I feel like weeping
when I read some usually solid
conservative publications and in the US,
the Remnant, Wanderer, attacking some
group in the church like the charismatics
who have their faults but whom the church
badly needs. (Ed: the Church survived for
2000 years without the Charismatics, which
is, in fact a Protestant inspired movement.
The Church needs the Charismatics as much
as it needs other ecumaniacs. What the

Church DOES need is fully believing,
obedient to legitimate authority, Catholics).
Please desist from your uncharitable and
mostly unjust attacks on the apparitions of
Medjugorje, I would get down on my knees
and beg you to do this if I was in Scotland.
sincerely in Christ Jesus our Lord. Fr Kevin
Bartlett, by email.

Ed: this letter refers to a petition we
launched online, entitled The Medjugorje
Scandal which attracted 605 signatures.
We have now sent the petition to Rome.  I
replied to Fr Bartlett noting firstly that
although he claims to have been a “fan” of
Catholic Truth since our exposé of
homosexuality some years ago, he only
writes now to criticise us. We could have
used some clerical encouragement at the
time, when we were being lambasted
everywhere from the London Times to
Times Square. Secondly, I pointed out that
the normal procedure for private revelations
is to accept the judgment of the local
bishop: Medjugorje cannot be the exception
to this, and we refuse to keep quiet about
the scandal for the sake of “supporters”
who, by definition, are not faithful Catholics.

Home-Schooled Student Responds to Praise…  editor

Special offer!

Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice is offering free copies of their booklet
Speaking Truth to Power - the two brilliant lectures they tried to
suppress1 to all Catholic Truth readers.  If you would like multiple
copies to distribute, they are also free.  To order your free copies,
contact

Daphne McLeod, 4, Fife Way, Great Bookham, Surrey, KT23 3PH
Telephone: 01372.454160 or Email proecclesia@hotmail.com

1 This booklet contains the talks that were to be delivered by Father Paul Kramer
and Robert Sungenis at the Pro Ecclesia Conference in June 2011 but which was
sabotaged by a troublemaker who contacted the Jewish Chronicle alleging that
the speakers were anti-Semitic (see our August 2011 edition for full reports).
Order the free booklet and decide for yourself.

Don’t buy any, still get loads free!

Several readers contacted us full of praise for
Glaswegian, Rebecca, the home-schooled
secondary student interviewed in the November
2011 edition. Due to the questions we asked
Rebecca, she is afraid that she came across as
just about too good to be true, so we put the
following questions to her, for clarification…

Q When you said you were glad to be
home-schooled because if you’d gone to
High School you’d have ended up “in
bother”  several readers took it that you
were always hardworking and well
behaved. One said: “I’d give my right arm
to teach  Rebecca!” Do you wish to
comment on this praise?

A Well, I didn’t mean to give the
impression that I am always hardworking.
I can be very lazy and I’ve been in plenty
of trouble for  disobedience and giving
cheek to my mum.  I didn’t mean to give
the impression that I don’t misbehave - I
just meant that I might have been even
worse if I’d gone to our local school! I have
good friends, though, at school and I
socialise with them and with some cousins
who have similar values to me.

Q What did you mean when you said
that your Catholic Faith is now the “centre”
of your life?

A Well, for one thing, now I’m
aware that when I am being
disobedient or lazy or rude, I
need to go to Confession.
Before, I don’t  think my
religion was really a practical
part of my life.  Also, I wouldn’t miss Mass
now, where before it wasn’t that important
to me. I think it is because, as well as
learning about my religion in religion
lessons, I am being taught to think about
the way the different themes and
characters in fiction show values,  that sort
of thing. My religion is now much more a
part of my education than it was when I
was at school. That’s all I meant.

Medjugorje - Feature Letter

mailto:http://www.theblaze.com/stories/senate-repeals-bans-on-sodomy-and-bestiality-in-the-u-s-military/
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Catholic Newspapers: To Read Or Not To Read?  editor

Catholic Times

Unless you are prepared to write to the editors of the Catholic publications sold in diocesan outlets, we recommend that you do
not read them.  They are hazardous for your religious, spiritual and moral health.  And if your faith is not strong enough to inspire
you to correct the errors that abound in these publications, then it is weak enough to be affected by them.  Enclosed in most if not
all of them are advertisements for Protestant Bibles and various appeals, for example to fund the Salvation Army and, recently
distributed via The Catholic Herald, an appeal for funds for the militantly homosexual Terence Higgins Trust (see page 17 for
more on the Catholic Herald).  That’s the sort of stuff that drops out when you open the papers to read them. Here are a few
examples of what you’ll read inside Catholic papers sold UK-wide…

Francis Davis is a columnist for the
Catholic Times. He publicly supported
and was  "proud to commend Dr Jon
Cruddas MP to the nation". Jon
Cruddas meanwhile is "perfectly happy
with the current situation" when it
comes to abortion, the "current
situation" being over 500 abortions
every day.1

This is the same Francis Davis who
praises priests, those who “just graft
away - caring, loving, reading, thinking,
preaching, visiting, struggling….” And
especially Fr Gerry Fallon RIP (a Scot
with a drink problem who started afresh
in England) who “managed to get Mass
down to twenty minutes” when
Scotland made it to the World Cup
finals.2

Little surprise then that Davis detests
the priests of the SSPX who would no
more think of “getting Mass down to
twenty minutes” than they would think
of participating in the rituals of sun
worshippers.3

I don’t recall any comment from Francis
Davis on that scandal, but he had no
hesitation in expressing the view that
the Society of Saint Pius X hates Jews
even more than Hitler did. After a
savage attack on Catholics he
considers to be  “traditionalists”, this:
“This is not, of course, to suggest that
any theological view I hold is the total
solution if for no other reason that (sic)
the last time someone got excited
about ‘total solutions’ he ended up
hating the Jews almost as much as the
Society of St Pius X seems to do.” 4

Nasty. The real hatred in Francis Davis
column, of course, is his hatred for
Catholic  Tradition and the SSPX.

This is a hatred he shares with that
other Catholic Times columnist, Mgr
Basil Loftus whose relentless attacks
on everything pre-Vatican II is now at
the “yawn yawn YAWN” stage. There’s
one teaching of Vatican II that he
refuses to accept, however, and it is
the re-statement of Catholic doctrine

A reader has been sending us the
‘Catholic Companion’, a glossy booklet
published by the Universe Media
Group, which he found on sale for £1
in St Andrew’s Cathedral in Glasgow.
It is billed as “good Catholic reading
for all the family, with recipes, poetry
and short stories to appeal to
everyone…” And when they say
“everyone” they mean everyone
except Catholics with a modicum of
modesty. Let’s take but one example.
The front page of the November 2011
edition has a photo of a slinky lady
wearing an off the shoulder glitzy
dress, alongside the headline Strictly
Fabulous - Our favourite dancing
competition is back with more feathers
and sequins than ever before… which
means that the dancers are wearing
feathers and sequins and not much
more. Inside, “Catholic (competition)
judge Bruno Tonioli” told readers that
he was brought up in a small Catholic
town in northern Italy where he was
“the only gay in the village” (page 46).
Why was that information included?

The Universe
Some years ago I engaged in an
exchange of emails with the editor of
The Universe, Mr Joe Kelly,
correspondence which he brought to
an abrupt conclusion with the

Catholic Companion

following, very revealing, admission:
“…I, too have a right to my point of
view - which is neither modernist nor
orthodox, and quite frankly I’m tired of
apologising for the fact that I consider
the corporal works of mercy to be a
greater priority for me than their
spiritual counterparts. And if you ask
me what’s more important, that we get
the intricacies of the liturgy in order or
we give a blanket to the dying… So I
would suggest you continue to police
the clergy and I’ll continue
campaigning for the poor and
homeless and maybe we’ll just leave
God to judge our various efforts.”
(Email 19/9/01)

Apparently more about humanism than
Catholicism, we add The Universe to
our “not recommended” list.

One reader told us she’d been a fan of
Strictly Come Dancing when it was first
aired but that the performances have
become increasingly raunchy: “to keep
watching would be to commit a serious
sin against purity” she said. “Good
Catholic reading for all the family”?
We don’t think so - avoid!

on the primacy of the the Supreme
Pontiff (Lumen Gentium 25). In the same
edition of the Catholic Times where
Davis insults the SSPX , labelling them
“Jew-haters”, once again we find Loftus
undermining the key Catholic Petrine
doctrine of papal supermacy:

“(there was a) debate during the
second session of the council on the
doctrinally-founded right of bishops not
only to preside over their own
dioceses, but also to rule the universal
Church in collegiality with the Pope.” 5

The editor of the Catholic Times
seldom allows critics to correct these
anti-Catholic columnists so we strongly
recommend you don’t buy it.

1 John Smeaton, SPUC, 1/11/11 http://spuc-
director.blogspot.com/2011/11/catholic-journalist-
commends-pro.html
2  Francis Davis, Thank God for priests
serving as backbone of Church,
Catholic Times, 17/7/11
3 Widely publicised in the Catholic press and
across the internet, Vincent Nichols,
Archbishop of Westminster visited the
Zoroastrian Centre located in London on
15/11/11. The Archbishop allowed his forehead
to be "blessed" and his hands washed in ritual

oils; he also wore a
"stole" and a cap of
the type worn by the
followers of that
pagan religion.

Zoroastrianism is
the old idolatry of

the Chaldeans that adored the sun and the fire.

Today the number who practice it is small. In
Europe its main temple is the Zoroastrian
Centre in London, where Archbishop Nichols
went to pay his homage. (Photos of the various parts
of the ritual widely available online.)

4 Francis Davis: ‘Traditionalists’ who lack
tradition, Catholic Times, 4/12/11
5 Mgr Basil Loftus, Failed Reform of the
Roman Curia, Catholic Times, 4/12/11

http://spuc-director.blogspot.com/2011/11/catholic-journalist-commends-pro.html
http://spuc-director.blogspot.com/2011/11/catholic-journalist-commends-pro.html
http://spuc-director.blogspot.com/2011/11/catholic-journalist-commends-pro.html
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From the editor...
Dear Reader ...

I w
ish

Catholic Truth wasn’t so negative

All we can do is pray…

…because thou art lukewarm and neither cold nor hot, I will begin to vomit thee out of my mouth. Apocalypse 3:15-16 Continued from page 1

My Guardian Angel has brought it to
my attention that, in the same breath
that “traditional” Catholic readers are
generously praising the Catholic Truth
newsletter, they are advising me on the
one hand that “all we can do is pray”
and on the other “I do wish I had your
courage - keep up the good work…”

I’ve consulted the newsletter team.
None of us has courage. It’s official.

What we DO have, is access to all the
graces we need to get to know,
understand, love and defend our Faith.
That was the default position
programmed into us at our
Confirmation. The Bishop (in my own
case, as you would expect, an
Archbishop…) slapped us on the face:
a ceremonial reminder that we must be
ready to suffer for the Faith, that we
must prepare to do battle for it.

If we are Mass-going Catholics only -
whether Sunday Mass-goers or Mass-
goers at the slightest whiff of incense,
it’s not good enough.  God gave us the
Mass as His chosen means for us to
offer Him true worship, and thus to
nourish our souls.  Soldiers going into
battle need to be strong and so it is with
Soldiers of Christ fighting spiritual
battles, both within our own souls and
in the wider world.  Authentic prayer
will make us zealous. None of us, of
course, is ever zealous enough, but
nobody who is genuinely praying will
adopt a bunker mentality, satisfied to
allow the Bride of Christ to be
undermined and openly attacked, even
by those - bishops, priests and
religious - who should have defended
it”1

Arguing the futility of action in the
current crisis, sometimes readers
quote Our Lord’s words to the Apostles
to “wipe off the dust...” but that refers
to taking the Gospel to a particular
town and being rejected.  We then go
elsewhere! Jesus didn’t say “when
crisis comes in the Church, don’t
bother defending the Faith, just find a
comfortable niche for yourself and pray
hard.”  If prayer were the answer, Our
Lord would not have needed to come
on this earth at all, let alone suffer and
die as He did.  Prayer is NOT enough.
Prayer we take for granted.   If
someone asks you what to do to live a
healthy life, you wouldn’t say “eat”
because that is so basic that unless we
eat we die. So with prayer. I seldom
mention prayer because it is
inconceivable that any Catholic does
not understand the basic necessity of
prayer.  Action cannot be a substitute
for prayer, but prayer without action is
a strange sort of prayer.  Who can pray
“Thy will be done on earth, Thy
Kingdom come...” if they are neglecting
to help build up the Kingdom of God -
the holy Catholic Church - on earth.  It
is clearly God’s will that each one of
plays our part.
Catholics do not only look to Scripture
but to the entire Tradition of the Church
for inspiration, and the saints and
martyrs down the centuries reveal that
we must act especially at times of crisis
to defend and promote the truths of the
Faith. The reports we publish should
fill a truly Catholic soul with zeal to
correct the errors, the false beliefs
about the nature and purpose of the
Church itself, that are now so
shockingly widespread.  To take the
view “it’s hopeless, I’m washing my
hands of the whole thing” is not
Catholic.
So, what, in fact, can we do?  Well, if
you are a priest, the first thing you can
do is to preach about the lay vocation.
Priests are good at preaching about
the importance of marriage and family
life, good at preaching about prayer,
good at preaching about the Eucharist
and Baptism but it is a very long time
since I, personally, heard a sermon
about Confirmation and the gifts and
fruits of that Sacrament designed to
make us zealous defenders of the
Faith. Right now, those of us doing no
more than our Confirmation duty are
perceived as fanatics or extremists.
The clergy need to correct this error.
St Paul teaches that “Faith comes by
hearing” (Romans 10:17); it is, therefore,

incumbent upon preachers to see to it
that the faithful are educated in the
essential Christian vocation to spread
and defend the Faith which obligates
every Catholic, laity whether single or
married, religious and ordained.
The rest of us can do lots of things. We
can distribute sound literature/Fatima
material; we can speak up when we
hear heresy - which requires us to
educate ourselves in the Faith by
reading and discussing more.  We can
put ourselves out to attend meetings
addressed by dissenters on Catholic
premises when we see advertisements
for these in church bulletins or Catholic
publications, and, if possible, speak
out. OR we can simply report the
scandal in this newsletter. OR we can
write to complain to the priest/bishop
who has permitted this meeting to take
place. Any of these actions will, at
least, let the powers-that-be know that
we’re on to them, that they have an
informed and active laity, not easily
fooled, so best to think twice next time!
If you are computer-literate then you
can and should participate in blogs
where you can correct Modernist
errors. Blogging is an excellent
apostolate. Usually you can write
anonymously under a pseudonym.
What possible excuse, therefore, can
anyone have for refusing to correct
errors and spread the Faith by
blogging? Our own blog is now re-
opened, having been a read-only
facility since 2010. And if you make a
daily visit to the Catholic Truth website
you will see that we often link to other
blogs as well. There’s no excuse,
really, for not contributing at least a few
sentences on a weekly basis.
There’s certainly no excuse for doing
nothing. We know that, because,
otherwise, lukewarm Catholics would
not have been so forcefully
condemned in Sacred Scripture. Who
can read that God will “vomit” them out
of His mouth because they are “neither
hot nor cold” and still say: “all we can
do is pray”?
God has created me to do him some definite
service; he has committed some work to me
which he has not committed to another. I have
my mission - I may never know it in this life,
but I shall be told it in the next... I have a part
in a great work; I am a link in a chain, a bond
of connection between persons...

Cardinal John Henry Newman

1 “The fort is betrayed even by them that should have
defended it.” Bishop John Fisher, martyr, speaking of
his fellow bishops at the time of the Protestant
Reformation in England. John Fisher, Bishop of
Rochester, canonised 1935.


